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Abstract

Dominating set and its variants have been studied extensively in the literature and are

of broad and current research interest to many researchers due to its wide range of appli-

cations, including, but not limited to, networks, VLSI, clustering, map labeling, coding

theory, etc. In this thesis, minimum dominating set problem and some of its variants,

such as maximum distance-d independent set, minimum distance-d dominating set, min-

imum d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set, minimum vertex-edge dominating set,

and minimum total dominating set problems are studied.

All the aforementioned problems are NP-hard and none of them admit constant

factor approximation algorithms for general graphs, unless P = NP. This motivated us

to study the problems for special graph classes. We are the first to define the d-distance

m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set problem in general graphs, which is a collection of problems

depending on the values of d,m, `, and r and all the other four problems are studied in

unit disk graphs (UDGs) with known disk position for designing simple constant factor

approximation algorithms with low time complexity and polynomial-time approximation

schemes that outperform the existing results in the literature.

Firstly, we study the geometric maximum distance-d independent set (GMDdIS)

problem, for an integer d ≥ 3. We define the GMDdIS problem as follows:

Given a simple unit disk graph G = (V,E) corresponding to a point set P =

{p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane, find a maximum cardinality subset

I ⊆ V such that for every pair of vertices pi, pj ∈ I the length (number of edges)

of the shortest path between pi and pj in G is at least d.

We show that the decision version of the GMDdIS problem (for d ≥ 3) is NP-complete

in unit disk graphs. Next, we propose a simple 4-factor approximation algorithm for

GMDdIS problem in d2nO(d) time. Finally, we propose a PTAS for this problem, which

produces a DdIS of size at least 1
(1+ 1

k
)2
|OPT | in k2nO(k) time, where |OPT | is the max-

imum cardinality of a GMDdIS.
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Secondly, we study the geometric minimum distance-d dominating set (GMDdDS)

problem in unit disk graphs. We define GMDdDS as follows:

Given a simple unit disk graph G = (V,E) corresponding to a point set P =

{p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane, find a minimum cardinality subset

D ⊆ V such that for each vertex pi ∈ V , there must exist a vertex pj ∈ D, such

that the length (number of edges) of the shortest path between pi and pj in G is at

most d.

We show that the decision version of the GMDdDS problem (for d ≥ 2) is NP-

complete in unit disk graphs. We propose a simple 4-factor approximation algorithm

for GMDdDS problem in d2nO(d) time, and a PTAS for this problem, which produces a

DdDS of size at most (1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT | in k2nO(k) time, where OPT is the minimum

cardinality of a GMDdDS.

Next, we study the minimum d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set ((d,m, `, r) set)

problem in general graphs. We define (d,m, `, r) set problem as follows:

Given a simple graph G = (V,E) and positive integers d,m, ` and r, find a min-

imum size subset V ′ ⊆ V of G satisfying the following two conditions: (i) each

vertex v ∈ V is d-distance dominated by at least m vertices in V ′, and (ii) each r

size subset U of V is d-distance dominated by at least ` vertices in V ′.

Here, a vertex v is d-distance dominated by another vertex u means the shortest path

distance between u and v is at most d in G. A set U is d-distance dominated by a set of

` vertices means the size of the union of the d-distance neighborhood of all vertices of

U in V ′ is at least `. In this problem, we prove that the problem of deciding whether a

graph G has a 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set for each fixed value of m, `, and

r of cardinality at most k is NP-complete for general graphs. Next, we prove that the

problem of deciding whether a graph G has a d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set

for each fixed value of d(> 1),m, and ` of cardinality at most k is NP-complete. We

also prove that for any ε > 0, the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem and the

d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem cannot be approximated within a factor

x
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of (1
2
− ε) ln |V | and (1

4
− ε) ln |V |, respectively, unless P = NP .

Next, we introduce a variant of dominating set problem in UDGs and we call this problem

as the geometric minimum vertex-edge dominating set (GMVEDS) problem. We define

the GMVEDS as follows:

Given a simple unit disk graph G = (V,E) corresponding to a point set P =

{p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane, find a minimum cardinality subset

D ⊆ V such that for each edge e = pipj ∈ E, either pi or pj is in D or one vertex

from their neighbor is in D.

Simply, a vertex pi ∈ V , vertex-edge dominates every edge pipj, as well as every edge

adjacent to these edges. We prove that the problem GMVEDS belongs to the NP-hard

class in unit disk graphs. We propose a simple 4-factor approximation algorithm in

polynomial time. We also designe a PTAS for this problem, which runs in O(nc) time,

where c = O(1
ε

log 1
ε
).

Finally, we study the geometric minimum total dominating set (GMTDS) problem

in UDGs. We define GMTDS as follows:

Given a simple unit disk graph G = (V,E) corresponding to a point set P =

{p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane, find a minimum cardinality subset

Dt ⊆ V such that for each vertex pi ∈ V , there exist a dominator pj ∈ Dt such

that pi 6= pj and Euclidean distance between pi and pj is at most one.

In the GMTDS problem, we prove that the decision version of the TDS problem in

the unit disk graph is NP-complete. Next, we propose a simple 8-factor approximation

algorithm in O(n log k) time, where n is the input size and k is the output size of the

algorithm. We also propose a PTAS for this problem, which produces a TDS of size at

most (1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT | in O(k2n2(d2√2ke)2) time, where OPT is the optimum solution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Dominating set problem is one of the classical combinatorial optimization problem in

graph theory. Given a simple graph G = (V,E), a dominating set (DS) D is a subset

of V such that every vertex v ∈ V \D is adjacent to at least one vertex u in D. That

is, any vertex v ∈ V is either in D or there exist a vertex u ∈ D such that vu ∈ E. A

graph can have multiple dominating sets (see Figure 1.1). Every graph G = (V,E) has

a trivial DS V . The objective of dominating set problem is to find a DS of minimum size

in a given graph. We call a DS of minimum cardinality as a minimum dominating set

(MDS). The vertices in D are called as dominators and the rest are called as dominatees.

A dominator dominates all its neighbors and itself.

We define a distance-d dominating set (DdDS) problem as follows: for a given integer

d ≥ 1 and a simple undirected graph G = (V,E), a DdDS is a set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V

such that for each vertex u ∈ V , either (i) u ∈ V ′, or (ii) there exist a vertex v ∈ V ′

which is at most d distance away from u in G. The objective of the minimum distance-d

dominating set (MDdDS) problem is to find a DdDS of minimum cardinality in a given

undirected graph.

Domination and its variants in graphs have many important applications to several

areas. The widely used application is routing in wireless ad-hoc networks (WANs) and

mobile ad-hoc networks (MANs), for example see [31, 32]. The applications in WANs

and MANs are briefly discussed below.

1
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The WANs and MANs do not have any centralized infrastructure such as routers

in wired networks, each node (sensor) in the network participate in routing. During

message transfer from one node to another, the intermediate nodes act as routers. This

causes to reduce the network lifetime as the nodes are battery operated. In MANs, the

network topology gets changed frequently based on the mobility of nodes. The classical

routing protocols do not work in these networks. The best way to ensure routing is by

forming clusters (groups of nodes) and electing a head for each cluster. Cluster heads

take the role of routers in data transmission between nodes. If a node moves from one

cluster to another, then the node can communicate with the other nodes via its new

cluster head. Effective routing can be done by choosing the minimum number of cluster

heads. The set of cluster heads is an MDS.

The other well-known applications of DS are in facility location, very large scale

integration (VLSI), image processing, etc. In facility location problems, a set of facilities

(service providers) such as hospitals, fire stations, etc., and a set of clients are given. For

any client, the maximum distance to reach a facility is predefined. The objective is to

open a subset of facilities such that every client is served by at least one facility. Opening

a facility involves a certain cost. Hence, we are interested in opening as minimum

facilities as possible subject to every client is served by at least one facility. In this

case, opening facilities in an MDS solves the purpose. Some examples of facility location

problems in geometric intersection graphs can be found in [8, 9, 49] and competitive

facility location problem in the form of Voronoi games can be found in [85].

An independent set (IS) of a graph G = (V,E) is a set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V such

that no two vertices in V ′ are adjacent in G (see the red vertices in Figure 1.1 (b), and

(c)). The objective of the independent set problem for a given graph G is to find an

independent set of maximum cardinality. We call an IS of maximum cardinality as a

maximum independent set (MIS) or largest independent set. A maximal independent set

of G is an independent set which is not a proper subset of any other independent set of

G. An independent dominating set is a dominating set which is also an independent set.

For an integer d ≥ 2, a distance-d independent set (DdIS) of an undirected graph

2
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G = (V,E) is an independent set I of G such that the shortest path distance (i.e., the

number of edges on a shortest path) between every pair of vertices in I is at least d.

For a given undirected graph G, the objective of the maximum distance-d independent

set problem is to find a DdIS of maximum cardinality in G. A DdIS of maximum

cardinality is called as maximum distance-d independent set (MDdIS). Observe that the

DdIS problem is a generalized version of the MIS problem. In fact, for d = 2, the DdIS

problem and MIS problem are the same. The well-known applications of the maximum

independent set are map labelling [101], information/coding theory [14], computer vision,

and scheduling etc.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1.1: (a) An example graph, (b) a DS, (c) an other DS, and (d) an MDS

We define a d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set problem in graphs as follows:

given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E), and positive integers d,m, ` and r, a subset

V ′ ⊆ V is said to be a d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set ((d,m, `, r) set) if it

satisfies the following two conditions: (i) each vertex v ∈ V is d-distance dominated by

at least m vertices in V ′, and (ii) each r size subset U ⊆ V is d-distance dominated by

at least ` vertices in V ′. Here, a vertex v is d-distance dominated by another vertex

u means the shortest path distance between u and v is at most d in G. A set U is

d-distance dominated by a set of ` vertices means size of the union of the d-distance

neighborhood of all vertices of U in V ′ is at least `. The objective of the d-distance m-

tuple (`, r)-domination problem is to find a minimum size subset V ′ ⊆ V such that V ′

is a (d,m, `, r) set of the graph G. If m ≥ `, then the second condition in the definition

of (d,m, `, r) set is redundant. In the case of m = `(= k, say), the (d,m, `, r) set is

known as k-tuple dominating set in the literature. Note that, if m = ` then the value

of r > 1 is irrelevant. Therefore, we assume r = 1 in case of m = `. From now onwards,
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we assume that m < `. If d = 1,m = 2, ` = 3, r = 2 then (d,m, `, r) set is known as

a liar’s dominating set in the literature. The objective of the d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-

domination problem is to find a minimum size d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set

in a given graph G, and we call this problem as the minimum (d,m, `, r) set problem.

In Figure 1.2, the set of vertices {e, f, i} form a 3-distance 2-tuple (3, 4)-dominating set

for the graph.

a

b

c

d

g

h

j

k

l

m

e

f

i

Figure 1.2: {e, f, i} is a 3-distance 2-tuple (3, 4)-dominating set.

The problem has important applications such as fault tolerance in wireless/sensor

networks. One specific real-time application for r = 2 is as follows: suppose that

in a graph G = (V,E) each vertex is a possible location for an intruder such as a

thief, a saboteur, a fire, or some possible fault. Assume also that there is exactly

min(` − m, d`/2e − 1) intruders in the system represented by G. A protection device

placed at a vertex v is assumed to be able to (i) detect the intruder at any vertex in its d-

distance neighborhood Nd
G[v], and (ii) report the vertex u ∈ Nd

G[v] at which the intruder

is located. We are interested in deploying protection devices at a minimum number of

vertices so that the intruder can be detected and identified correctly. This can be solved

by finding a minimum cardinality m-tuple dominating set, say D, of G and deploying

protection devices at all the vertices of D. If any one protection device can fail to detect

the intruder, then to correctly detect and identify the intruder one needs to place the

protection devices at all the vertices of a minimum cardinality 2m-tuple dominating set

of G. Now it may so happen that all the protection devices detect the intruder location

correctly but while reporting some of these protection devices can misreport or lie (either

deliberately or through a transmission error) about the intruder location. Assume that
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at most min(` −m, d`/2e − 1) protection devices in the d-distance neighborhood of an

intruder location can lie. Under these circumstances, to protect the network we have to

install the protection devices at all the vertices of a minimum d-distance m-tuple (`, r)

dominating set.

A vertex-edge dominating set (VEDS) of a simple undirected graph G = (V,E) is a

set D ⊆ V of G such that every edge of G is incident with a vertex of D or a vertex

adjacent to a vertex of D. The VEDS problem asks to find a VEDS of minimum size

in a given graph. In Figure 1.3, the set of vertices {c, d} form a vertex-edge dominating

set for the graph.

a

b

c d

e

f

g

Figure 1.3: {c, d} is a vertex-edge dominating set.

One of the real-time application of the VEDS problem is as follows: consider a

client-server architecture based model in a computer networking system. A client can

communicate with a server either directly or through some intermediate clients and

servers and vice versa. To secure the communication of the whole networking system,

one has to secure each and every communication line between any two adjacent pairs

of clients and servers. We refer a communication line between any two adjacent pair of

clients or servers is secure if and only if one of them is a secure agent or any one of its

open neighborhood is a secure agent. A secure agent can secure the communication line

not only with the clients or servers who are directly linked to them but also to the clients

or servers who are at a distance two from them. As the deployment of secure agents

are too costly we need to minimize the deployment of secure agents in the networking

system. The smallest group of secure agents with this property is a minimum vertex-edge

dominating set for the graph which represents the computer network.
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One of the variants of dominating set problem is total dominating set and is defined

as follows: let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. We call Dt ⊆ V as a total dominating

set (TDS) of G if each vertex v ∈ V has a dominator in Dt other than itself. Therefore,

a vertex v ∈ D (dominating set) dominates all its neighbors and itself whereas a vertex

v ∈ Dt (total dominating set) dominates all its neighbors other than itself. The objective

of the TDS problem is to find a minimum size subset Dt ⊆ V such that Dt dominates

all the vertices in V . In Figure 1.4, the set of vertices {c, d} form a total dominating set

for the graph.

a

b

c d

e

f

Figure 1.4: {c, d} is a total dominating set.

One of the applications of the problem is identifying the location of monitoring

devices, such as surveillance cameras or fire alarms, to safeguard a system that can be

modeled by total domination in graphs. The problem of placing monitoring devices in

a system, where each monitoring device can be placed in such a way that every site

in the system (including the monitors themselves) is adjacent to one of the monitoring

devices. In this case, placing the monitoring devices in each solution point of the total

domination of the system solves the problem.

Many other variants of dominating set can be found in the book Fundamental of

Domination in Graphs by Haynes et al. [50].

An algorithm for an optimization (minimization or maximization) problem is said to

be a ρ-factor approximation algorithm if for every instance of the problem the algorithm

produces a feasible solution whose value is within a factor ρ of the optimal solution value

and runs in polynomial-time of the input size. Here, ρ is called the approximation ratio

or approximation factor of the algorithm.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.5: (a) A family of unit disks in the plane, (b) the corresponding unit disk graph,
and (c) the final graph without disks

A polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for an optimization problem is a

collection of algorithms {Aε} such that for a given ε > 0, Aε is a (1 + ε)-factor approx-

imation algorithm in case of minimization problem ((1 − ε) in case of maximization).

The running time of Aε is required to be polynomial in the size of the input instance of

the problem depending on ε. If the running time of Aε is polynomial in the size of the

problem and in 1
ε
, then {Aε} is said to be fully polynomial-time approximation scheme

(FPTAS). Note that for a problem existence of FPTAS implies PTAS, but the converse

need not be true.

The class APX (an abbreviation of approximable) is the set of optimization problems

in NP that admit constant factor approximation algorithms. A problem is said to be

APX-hard if every problem in APX is reducible to that problem via PTAS reduction.

PTAS reduction from an optimization problem A to a problem B means, a PTAS for B

can be composed with the reduction to obtain a PTAS for the problem A. A problem

is said to be APX-complete if it belongs to both APX and APX-hard.

Williamson and Shmoys [104] and Vazirani [99] are excellent references to start in

the field of approximation algorithms for researchers who are interested in designing

approximation algorithms for optimization problems.

An intersection graph of objects is a graph, where the vertex set is the set of objects

and there is an edge between two objects if their intersection is non-empty. A unit disk

graph (UDG) is an intersection graph of a family of disks of equal radii in the plane.
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Given a family D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of n equiradius disks in the plane, the corresponding

UDG G = (V,E) is defined as follows: each vertex vi ∈ V corresponds to the center of

the disk di ∈ D, and there is an edge between two vertices if and only if the Euclidean

distance between the corresponding disk centers is at most 1 i.e., the corresponding disk

centers lie one in the other disk (see Figure 1.5).

The network topology of WANs can be modelled as a unit disk graph G = (V,E)

[3, 10], there is an edge between two nodes in the network if and only if one is in the

range of the other.

1.1 Scope of the Thesis

The optimization problems such as maximum distance-d independent set (MDdIS) prob-

lem, minimum distance-d dominating set (MDdDS) problem, minimum d-distance m-

tuple (`, r)-dominating set (minimum (d,m, `, r) set) problem, minimum vertex-edge

dominating set (MVEDS) problem, and minimum total dominating set (MTDS) prob-

lem have many real-world applications. All these problems belong to NP-hard class and

none of them admit constant factor approximation algorithms for general graphs, unless

P = NP. This motivated many researchers to study the problems for other graph classes.

We study the d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set problem for general graphs and

all the other four problems for unit disk graphs with known disk position and focus on

designing constant factor approximation algorithms and polynomial-time approximation

schemes that outperform the existing results in the literature.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis contains seven chapters and is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 : Literature Review. In this chapter, we discuss the existing literature

related to the problems considered in this thesis.

8
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Chapter 3 : Generalized Maximum Independent Set and Minimum Domi-

nating Set Problem.

In this chapter, we prove that the maximum distance-d independent set problem

and minimum distance-d dominating set problem belong to the NP-hard class

in unit disk graphs. We propose constant factor approximation algorithms and

PTASes for both problems.

Chapter 4 : Minimum d-Distance m-Tuple (`, r)-Dominating Set Problem.

In this chapter, we prove that the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set prob-

lem and the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set problem belong to NP-hard

class in graphs. We also prove that for any ε > 0, the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-

domination problem and the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem cannot

be approximated within a factor of (1
2
− ε) ln |V | and (1

4
− ε) ln |V |, respectively,

unless P = NP.

Chapter 5 : Minimum Vertex-Edge Dominating Set Problem.

In this chapter, we study hardness result of the problem. We propose a constant

factor approximation algorithm and a PTAS for the minimum vertex-edge domi-

nating set problem.

Chapter 6 : Minimum Total Dominating Set Problem.

In this chapter, we prove the problem belongs to the NP-hard class in unit disk

graphs, propose an almost linear-time 8-factor approximation algorithm, and a

PTAS for the problem.

Chapter 7 : Conclusion and Future Work. In this chapter, we summarize the work

done in this thesis and make concluding remarks. We also identify a number of

open problems as future research work.

9
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we discuss the state of the art results for all the considered problems,

namely, generalized maximum independent set and minimum dominating set, d-distance

m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set, minimum vertex-edge dominating set, and minimum total

dominating set, in general graphs, unit disk graphs, and other intersection graphs.

For an integer d ≥ 2, a distance-d independent set (DdIS) of an undirected graph

G = (V,E) is an independent set I of G such that the shortest path distance (i.e., the

number of edges on a shortest path) between every pair of vertices in I is at least d. For

a given undirected graph G, the objective of the maximum distance-d independent set

problem is to find a DdIS of maximum cardinality in G. A DdIS of maximum possible

size is called as maximum distance-d independent set (MDdIS).

The maximum independent set (MIS) problem is known to be NP-hard for general

graphs [43] including many sub-class of planar graphs, namely, planar graphs of maxi-

mum degree 3 [42], planar graphs of large girth [75], cubic planar graphs [44], triangle-free

graphs [83], K1,4-free graphs [72], etc.

Tarjan and Trojanowski [93] presented a naive algorithm for finding MIS in a graph

having n-vertices inO(2
n
3 ) time. Later Robson [88] improved the complexity toO(20.276n).

Xiao and Nagamochi [105] gave a better bound for finding the MIS problem in 1.1996nnO(1)

time and in polynomial space. For the graphs with maximum degree 6 and 7, they

gave algorithms to find MIS, which run in 1.1893nnO(1) time and 1.1970nnO(1) time,
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respectively. Johnson et al. [61] presented an algorithm, which produces lexicographic

ordering of all maximal independent sets of a graph having a polynomial-delay between

two successive independent sets with exponential space complexity. In that paper, they

also proved that there is no such polynomial-delay algorithm exists for generating all

maximal independent sets in reverse lexicographic order unless P=NP.

Andrade [5] gave the first local search algorithm for finding an independent set of a

graph. Later the problem studied on pseudo-disks in the plane by Chan and Har-Peled

[17]. They analyzed the problem for both weighted and unweighted cases and gave a

PTAS via local-search algorithm for the unweighted case and for the weighted case, they

gave a constant-factor approximation by an LP-based rounding scheme.

In general, the MIS problem cannot be approximated within a constant factor unless

P=NP [6]. However, the problem is polynomially solvable for bipartite graphs, out-

erplanar graphs, perfect graphs, claw-free graphs, chordal graphs [45, 58]. The MIS

problem is well studied in UDGs too and is shown to be NP-hard [25]. Unlike in gen-

eral graphs, the problem admits approximation algorithms and approximation schemes

in UDGs. Marathe et al. [70] proposed a 3-factor approximation algorithm for MIS

problem in UDGs, which is later improved by Halldórsson [47] to 2.5 + ε. Matsui [71]

proposed a (1 − 1/r)-factor approximation algorithm for the MIS problem in UDGs in

O(rn4
⌈
2(r − 1)/

√
3
⌉
) time. Erlebach et al. [37] proposed a PTAS for the problem in

UDGs. Nieberg et al. [77] presented a PTAS for the maximum weight independent set

problem in unit disk graphs, where the geometric representation of the unit disks does

not require. They also proposed a robust approximation algorithm that accepts any

graph as input and either returns a (1 + ε)-approximate independent set or a certificate

showing that the input graph is not a unit disk graph. Das et al. [30] proposed a 2-

factor approximation algorithm for the MIS problem in unit disk graph in O(n3) time.

They also proposed a PTAS for the problem in UDGs, which produces a solution of size

1
(1+ 1

k
)2
|OPT | in O(k4nσk log k + n log n) time, where OPT is the optimal solution of the

problem, k > 1 is an integer, and σk ≤ 7k
3

+ 2. Recently, Das et al. [29] proposed a

2.16-factor approximation algorithm in O(n log2 n) time and a 2-factor approximation
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algorithm in O(n2 log n) time for the MIS problem in UDGs. They also proposed a

PTAS for the same problem.

The distance-d independent set (DdIS) problem, for any fixed d ≥ 3, is known to

be NP-hard for bipartite graphs [18] and planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3

[38]. It is also known that getting an n
1
2
−ε-factor approximation result, for any ε > 0, on

bipartite graphs is NP-hard (this result also holds for chordal graphs when d ≥ 3 is an

odd number) [38]. The problem is polynomially solvable for some intersection graphs,

such as interval graphs, trapezoid graphs, and circular-arc graphs [1]. If the input graph

is restricted to be a chordal graph, then the problem is solvable in polynomial time for

any even d ≥ 2; on the other hand, the problem belongs to the NP-hard class for any odd

d ≥ 3 [38]. Eto et al. [39] studied the problem on r-regular graphs and planar graphs.

The authors showed that for d ≥ 3 and r ≥ 3, the DdIS problem on r-regular graphs is

APX-hard, and proposed O(rd−1) and O( r
d−2

d
)-factor approximation algorithms. When

d = r = 3, they enhanced their O( r
d−2

d
)-factor result to a 2-factor approximation result

(later, the approximation factor is improved to 1.875 [40]). Finally, they proposed a

PTAS in the case of planar graphs. Montealegre and Todinca studied the problem in

graphs with few minimal separators [74].

A DdDS for an integer d ≥ 1 in a simple unweighted graph G = (V,E) is defined as

a set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V such that, for each vertex u ∈ V , either (i) u ∈ V ′, or (ii) v ∈ V ′

such that, the shortest path distance between u and v is at most d. The objective of the

minimum distance-d dominating set (MDdDS) problem is to find a DdDS of minimum

cardinality in a given graph G.

The minimum dominating set (MDS) problem is known to be NP-hard [43]. Raz

and Safra [87] proved the inapproximability for the MDS problem by showing that there

does not exist any approximation algorithm better than O(log n)-factor approximation

algorithm unless P=NP. Due to the lack of scope in better approximation results in

general graphs, researchers tried the geometric version of the MDS problem to get a

better approximation factor.
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The MDS problem is studied in UDGs and proved to be NP-hard [25]. Nieberg and

Hurink [76] proved that the problem admits a (1 + ε)-factor approximation algorithm

(PTAS) for 0 < ε ≤ 1 in nO(1/ε log 1/ε) time. By assigning ε = 1, a 2-approximation

algorithm can be obtained, which is fastest. The running time of this algorithm is

O(n81) [33]. Gibson and Pirwani [46] gave a PTAS for MDS problem of arbitrary size

disk graph, which runs in nO( 1
ε2

) time.

For the MDS problem in unit disk graphs, a 5-factor approximation algorithm is

proposed by Marathe et al. [70] in O(n2) time. Carmi et al. [16] proposed a 5-factor ap-

proximation algorithm for the MDS problem in arbitrary radius size disk graph. Fonseca

et al. [41] improved the factor to 44
9

for MDS problem in unit disk graph by using the

local improvement technique, which runs in O(n log n) time. De et al. [33] proposed a

12-factor approximation algorithm for the MDS problem in unit disk graph with running

time O(n log n). In the same paper, they proposed a 4-factor and 3-factor approxima-

tion algorithm for the MDS problem in time O(n8 log n) and O(n15 log n) respectively.

Carmi et al. [15] improved the time complexity of the 4-factor approximation algo-

rithm to O(n6 log n). They also proposed a simple 5-factor approximation algorithm in

O(n log k) time, where k is the size of the output. In the same paper, they also proposed

14
3

-factor, 3-factor and 45
13

-factor approximation algorithm for MDS problem in unit disk

graphs with time complexity O(n5 log n), O(n11 log n) and O(n10 log n) respectively. Fi-

nally, with the help of shifting lemma, they proposed a 5
2
-factor approximation algorithm

in O(n20 log n) time.

Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E), and positive integers d,m, ` and r, a

subset V ′ ⊆ V is said to be a d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set if it satisfies the

following conditions: (i) each vertex v ∈ V is d-distance dominated by at least m vertices

in V ′, and (ii) each r size subset U of V is d-distance dominated by at least ` vertices

in V ′. Here, a vertex v is d-distance dominated by another vertex u means the shortest

path distance between u and v is at most d in G. A set U is d-distance dominated by a

set of ` vertices means size of the union of the d-distance neighborhood of all vertices of
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U in V ′ is at least `. The objective of the d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem

is to find a minimum size subset V ′ ⊆ V satisfying the above two conditions.

The domination problem is one of the most studied problems in the literature for its

wide range of applications. The concepts of dominations and its variations are widely

studied and can be seen in [50, 51].

One of the variations of domination is the k-tuple domination problem and was

introduced by Harary and Haynes [48]. When k = 1, it is the usual domination problem.

For k = 2, it is called double domination [48]. In the same paper, they discuss exact

values of the double domination numbers for some special graphs and various bounds

of the double and the k-tuple domination numbers in terms of other parameters. The

hardness results and bounds for the k-tuple domination number for various sub-classes

of graphs can be found in [69, 86].

In 2009, Slater [91] first introduced the 1-distance 2-tuple (3,2) domination problem

known as the liar’s dominating set (LDS) problem in the literature. The author of the

article proved that the problem is NP-hard for general graphs and proposed various

bounds for graphs, trees, cycles, and paths. The problem is also studied for different

sub-classes of graphs and proved to be NP-hard for bipartite graphs [89], split graphs

and chordal graphs [78], doubly chordal graphs [80], whereas polynomial-time solvable

in trees [78], block graphs [80], proper interval graphs [79]. Panda et al. [80] studied the

approximability of the problem and gave an O(ln ∆)-factor approximation algorithm,

where ∆ is the degree of the given graph. Alimadadi et al. [2] provided the characteri-

zation of graphs and trees for which the LDS cardinality is |V | and |V |− 1, respectively.

A set D ∈ V is called a vertex-edge dominating set of G = (V,E) if for each edge

e = uv ∈ E, either u or v is in D or one vertex from their neighbor is in D. Simply,

a vertex v ∈ V , vertex-edge dominates every edge uv, as well as every edge adjacent

to these edges. The vertex-edge dominating problem is to find a minimum vertex-edge

dominating set of G.

The vertex-edge dominating set problem was introduced by Peters [81] and then
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studied further by different researchers. In particular, bounds on the vertex-edge domi-

nation number in several graph classes were studied in [12, 65, 67, 68, 94], vertex-edge

degrees and vertex-edge domination polynomials of different graphs were discussed in

[20, 57, 102, 103], whereas the relations between some vertex-edge domination parame-

ters were discussed in [12, 21, 63, 67, 68], several algorithmic aspects were discussed in

[67]. Some variants of vertex-edge domination problem were studied in [11, 22, 62, 64, 90].

The minimum cardinality of a vertex-edge dominating set (double vertex-edge domi-

nating set, respectively) of G is termed the vertex-edge domination number and denoted

by γve(G) (the double vertex-edge domination number, γdve(G), respectively). Krish-

nakumari et al. [65] proved that for every tree T of order n ≥ 3 with ` leaves and

s support vertices, we have (n−`−s+3)
4

≤ γve(T ) ≤ n
3
. In [62], Krishnakumari et al.

showed that determining γdve(G) for bipartite graphs is NP-hard, whereas for every

non-trivial connected graphs G, γdve(G) ≥ γve(G) + 1, and for every tree T , we have

γdve(T ) = γve(T ) + 2. They also provided two lower bounds on the double vertex-edge

domination number of trees and unicycle graphs in terms of order n, the number of

leaves, and support vertices, respectively.

The minimum VEDS problem cannot be approximated within a constant factor

unless NP⊂ DTIME(|V |O(ln ln |V |)) [67]. Boutrig et al. [12] presented a new relationship

between the vertex-edge domination and some other domination parameters, answering

the four open questions posed by Lewis [67]. Then, for every non-trivial connected

K1,k-free graph, with k ≥ 3, they provided an upper bound for the independent vertex-

edge domination number in terms of the vertex-edge domination number and showed

that for every non-trivial tree the independent vertex-edge domination number can be

bounded by the domination number. For connected C5-free graphs, they also established

an upper bound on the vertex-edge domination number. Next Boutrig and Chellali [11]

studied the total vertex-edge domination. The minimum cardinality of a total vertex-

edge dominating set of graph G called the total vertex-edge domination number and

denoted by γtve(G). They showed that determining γtve(G) for bipartite graphs is NP-

hard, and in case of tree T different from a star having order n, with ` leaves and
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s support vertices, we have γtve(G
T ) ≤ (n−`+s)

2
. In the same article, they established

a necessary condition for a graph G to satisfy γtve(G) = 2γve(G) and for a tree T ,

γtve(T ) = 2γve(T ).

Later Venkatakrishnan and Kumar [100] proved that the minimum double vertex-

edge dominating set problem is NP-hard for chordal graphs and APX-hard for bipartite

graphs with maximum degree 5. They also proposed a linear-time algorithm for finding

a minimum double vertex-edge dominating set in proper interval graphs. In addition,

they showed that the minimum double vertex-edge dominating set problem can not be

approximated the factor (1 − ε) ln |V | for any ε ≥ 0 unless NP⊂ DTIME(|V |O(ln ln |V |)).

Finally, the influence of edge removal, edge addition, and edge subdivision on the dou-

ble vertex-edge domination number of a graph was investigated by Krishnakumari and

Venkatakrishnan [63]. Horoldagva et al. [57] obtained some results on the regularity and

irregularity of vertex-edge and edge-vertex degrees in graphs. Recently, Żyliński [106]

proved that for any connected graph G of order n ≥ 6, γve(G) ≤
⌊
n
3

⌋
.

Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. We call Dt ⊆ V as a total dominating set

(TDS) of G if for each vertex v ∈ V has a dominator (i.e., neighbor) in D other than

itself. Here we consider the TDS problem in unit disk graphs, where the objective is to

find a minimum cardinality total dominating set for an input graph.

In 1980, Cockayne et al. [26] introduced the total domination problem and proved

that for any connected graph G of n(≥ 3) vertices the cardinality of minimum total

dominating set, denoted by λt, is less than 2
3
n i.e., λt ≤ 2

3
n. Brigham et al. [13] proved

that the total domination number is exactly 2
3
n for the connected graph G of order

n(≥ 3), where G is either C3 (cycle graph of 3 vertices), C6 or 2-corona of some connected

graph. Sun [92] proved the bound to λt ≤
⌊
4
7
(n+ 1)

⌋
, for connected graphs having

order n with minimum degree at least 2. Chvátal and McDiarmid [24] and Tuza [96]

independently proved a theorem concerning transversals in hypergraphs, which gives a

bound on total domination number. The bound is λt ≤ n
2

for the graphs with order n and

minimum degree at least 3. For the graphs with minimum degree at least 4, Thomassé
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and Yeo [95] proposed a result for hypergraphs, which bounds the total domination

number by λt ≤ 3
7
n. In [34], DeLaViņa et al. proved that the total domination number

of any connected graph is equal to the total domination number of a spanning tree of

the same graph. Another interesting aspect of trees with respect to total domination is

that it is possible to characterize some vertices that are in every total dominating set

or not in any total dominating set [27]. Furthermore, Haynes and Henning established

three equivalent conditions for a tree to have a unique minimum total dominating set

[52]. Chellali and Haynes [19] proved λt ≥ n+2−`
2

for a nontrivial tree of n vertices

with ` leaves. Dorfling et al. [36] bound the total domination number of planar graphs

having different diameter and radius. Pfaff et al. [82] showed that computing λt for

general graphs is NP-complete. In the same paper, they also showed that calculating λt

for bipartite graphs remains NP-complete. However, a linear-time algorithm exists for

computing λt in tree graph [66]. The total domination number in the case of star graphs,

complete graphs, binary star graphs, and complete bipartite graphs is 2 [4]. In the same

article, they have observed that for cycles and paths, the total domination number can

be calculated in polynomial time. They have also established a set of relation between

(i) λt and the maximum degree, and (ii) λt and the cut vertices of the graph. See

[4, 50, 51, 53, 54] for detail survey on the TDS problem.
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Chapter 3

Generalized Independent and

Dominating Set Problems in Unit

Disk Graphs

The independent set and dominating set problems are well known classical combinatorial

optimization problems in graph theory due to their many important applications, includ-

ing but not limited to networks, map labeling, scheduling, clustering, facility location,

etc. [97].

In this chapter, we study the geometric version of the maximum distance-d indepen-

dent set and minimum distance-d dominating set problem.

Definition 3.0.1. (Geometric maximum distance-d independent set (GMDdIS)

problem) Given an unweighted unit disk graph G = (V,E) corresponding to a point set

P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane and an integer d, find a maximum

cardinality subset I ⊆ V such that for every pair of vertices pi, pj ∈ I (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) the

length (number of edges) of the shortest path between pi and pj in G is at least d.

Definition 3.0.2. (Geometric minimum distance-d dominating set (GMDdDS)

problem) Given a simple unit disk graph G = (V,E) corresponding to a point set

P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane and an integer d, find a minimum
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cardinality subset D ⊆ V such that for each vertex pi ∈ V , either pi ∈ D or there exist

a vertex pj ∈ D such that, the length (number of edges) of the shortest path between pi

and pj in G is at most d.

• The goal of this chapter is to prove hardness result for GMDdIS problem as well as

hardness result for GMDdDS problem. We also propose a 4-factor approximation

algorithm and a PTAS for both the GMDdIS problem and GMDdDS problem.

3.1 The Hardness Result of GMDdIS Problem

In this section, we prove that the decision version of the GMDdIS problem belongs to

the class NP-complete. For a fixed integer d ≥ 3, the decision version D-GMDdIS of the

GMDdIS problem is defined as follows:

Given a unit disk graph G = (V,E) defined on a point set P , an integer d, and

a positive integer k ≤ |V |, does there exist a distance-d independent set of size at

least k in G?

Lemma 3.1.1. The problem belongs to the class NP.

Proof. Given any subset V ′ ⊆ V , we can verify whether each pair of vertices in V ′ is

distance-d independent or not in polynomial-time using Floyd-Warshall’s all-pair short-

est path algorithm [28].

Definition 3.1.2. (Girth) The length of the smallest cycle in a graph is known as

girth.

Now, to show D-GMDdIS (d ≥ 3) problem belongs to the NP-hard class, we need

to prove that the distance-d independent set problem in planar bipartite graphs with

maximum degree 3 and girth at least d is NP-hard.

Lemma 3.1.3. The distance-d independent set problem in planar bipartite graphs with

maximum degree 3 and girth at least d is NP-hard.
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Proof. In [38], it was shown that the distance-d independent set problem in planar

bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3 belongs to NP-hard class using polynomial-

time reduction of it from the distance-2 independent set problem in planar cubic graphs,

which is known to be in NP-hard class [60]. The reduced graph in their reduction has

girth at least d and hence the distance-d independent set problem in planar bipartite

graphs with maximum degree 3 and girth at least d is NP-hard.

Now, we show that the D-GMDdIS (d ≥ 3) problem belongs to the NP-hard class

by polynomial-time reduction of D-GMDdIS from distance-d independent set problem

(d ≥ 3) in planar bipartite graphs with girth at least d and maximum degree 3, which

is known to be NP-hard [38]. The decision version of DdIS problem in planar bipartite

graphs is defined as follows:

Given an unweighted planar bipartite graph G = (V,E) with girth at least d and

maximum vertex degree 3, and a positive integer k ≤ |V |, does there exist a

distance-d independent set of size at least k in G?

Our reduction is based on the concept of planar embedding of planar graphs. The

concept of grid drawings of the plane graphs also similar to the concept of planar embe-

ding of planar graphs and can be found in [73, 84]. The following lemma is very useful

in our reduction.

Lemma 3.1.4 ([98]). A planar graph G = (V,E) with maximum degree 4 can be embed-

ded in the plane using O(|V |2) area in such a way that its vertices are at integer coor-

dinates and its edges are drawn using axis-parallel line segments at integer coordinates

(i.e., edges lie on the lines x = i1, i2, . . . and/or y = j1, j2, . . ., where i1, i2, . . . , j1, j2, . . .

are integers).

Corollary 3.1.5. Let G = (V,E) be a planar bipartite graph with maximum degree 3

and girth at least d (d ≥ 3). G can be embedded on a grid in the plane, whose each grid

cell is of size d× d, so that its vertices lie at points of the form (i ∗ d, j ∗ d) and its edges

are drawn using a sequence of consecutive line segments drawn on the vertical lines of
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the form x = i ∗ d and/or horizontal lines of the form y = j ∗ d, for some integers i and

j (see Figure 3.1).

v1 v2

v3v4

v5 v6

v7v8

(a)

O

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

x8

d

d

(b)

O

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

x8

d

d

(c)

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

x8

(d)

Figure 3.1: (a) A planar bipartite graph G of maximum degree 3, (b) its embedding G′

on a grid of cell size 3× 3, (c) adding of extra points to G′, and (d) obtained UDG G′′.
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Proof. Lemma 3.1.4 suggests that, any planar graph G of maximum degree 4 can be

embedded on a grid in the plane so that;

i Each vertex vi of G is associated with a point with integer coordinates in the plane.

ii An edge of G is represented as a sequence of alternating horizontal and/or vertical

line segments drawn on the grid lines. For example, see edges v1v4 or v2v6 in

Figure 3.1(a). The edge v1v4 is drawn as a sequence of four vertical line segments

and four horizontal line segments in the embedding (see x1x4 in Figure 3.1(b)).

Similarly, the edge v2v6 is drawn as a sequence of two vertical line segments in the

embedding.

iii No two sets of consecutive line segments correspond to two distinct edges of G

have a common point unless the edges incident at a vertex in G.

This kind of embedding is known as orthogonal drawing of a graph.

Lemma 3.1.6. [7] For a graph G = (V,E), an orthogonal drawing of the graph with at

most 2 bends along each edge can be produced in linear time.

Let G = (V,E) be an arbitrary instance of DdIS for planar bipartite graph hav-

ing maximum degree three and girth at least d. Let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and E =

{e1, e2, . . . , em}. We denote the shortest path distance between two vertices vi and vj

in G by dG(vi, vj) and vi, vj are said to be distance-d independent in G if and only if

dG(vi, vj) ≥ d.

We construct a graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) by embedding G on a grid in which each cell is

of size d× d as described in Corollary 3.1.5. Let V ′ = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be the vertices in

G′ corresponding to v1, v2, . . . , vn in G. The coordinate of each member in V ′ is of the

form (d ∗ i, d ∗ j), where i, j are integers, and shown using big dots in Figure 3.1(c). Let

` be the number of line segments used for drawing all the edges in G′. To make G′ a

UDG we introduce a set Y of extra points on the segments used to draw the edges of G′.
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Thus, the set of points in V ′ (hereafter denoted by X) together with Y form a UDG G′′.

Let xixj be an edge in G′ corresponding to the edge vivj in G and has `′ grid segments.

We introduce `′ ∗ d points on the polyline denoting the edge xixj in such a way that (i)

after adding the extra points, the length of the path from xi to xj is exactly `′ ∗ d + 1,

(ii) a point is placed at each of the co-ordinates of the form (d ∗ i, d ∗ j), where i and j

are integers (shown using small squares in Figure 3.1(c)), (iii) one of the two segments

adjacent to the point xi or xj contains exactly d newly added points and other segments

on the path from xi to xj have d− 1 points (shown using small circles in Figure 3.1(c)),

and (iv) only consecutive points on the path xi  xj are within unit distance apart.

Now, we construct a UDG G′′ = (V ′′, E ′′), where V ′′ = X ∪ Y , and E ′′ = {pipj |

pi, pj ∈ V ′′ and d(pi, pj) ≤ 1}. Here |V ′′| = |X| + |Y | = n + `d, and |E ′′| = `d + m,

where m is the number of edges in G. Thus, G′′ can be constructed in polynomial time.

We will use the term d-grid for a grid whose each cell is of size d× d.

The notion of points and vertices of G′′ are used interchangeably in the rest of the

chapter. Unless otherwise specified, the term distance refers to graph-distance.

Lemma 3.1.7. Each DdIS of G′′ contains at most ` points from Y .

Proof. For each segment in the d-grid used to draw G′, the number of points of Y

appearing on it is d or d− 1. Thus, each segment may contain at most one point from

Y in the DdIS of G′′. In particular, if two end-points of a segment η of the d-grid (that

are vertices of G′′) are chosen in DdIS, then no point of Y lying on η will be chosen.

Now, the result follows from the fact that ` many segments of the d-grid are used to

draw G′.

Lemma 3.1.8. G has a DdIS of cardinality at least k if and only if G′′ has a DdIS of

cardinality at least k + `.

Proof. (Necessity) Let G has a DdIS I of size at least k. Let X ′ = {xi ∈ X | vi ∈ I}.

Let Gi,α denote a spanning tree of G with the set of vertices Vi,α = {vj ∈ V (G) |

dG(vi, vj) ≤ α}. For each vi ∈ I start traversing from xi in G′′. Let Yi = {yθ ∈ Y |
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dG′′(xi, yθ) = d ∗ θ, for all θ = 1, 2, . . . , `′}, where `′ is the number of segments between

xi and xj, where xj corresponds to vj ∈ Vi,b d
2
c. Let Y ′ =

⋃
xi∈X′ Yi. The set X ′ ∪ Y ′ is a

DdIS in G′′. Observe that there are some segments (corresponding to the edges which

are not part of any Gi,b d
2
c) that have not been traversed in the above process. Now, we

consider every such segment and choose the dd
2
e-th point on it. Let Y ′′ be the set of

chosen points. Needless to say, Y ′′ is also a DdIS of G′′.

By the way, we obtained the sets Y ′ and Y ′′, there exist no pair of points yα ∈ Y ′ and

yβ ∈ Y ′′ such that dG′′(yα, yβ) < d. On the contrary, suppose dG′′(yα, yβ) < d. Implies,

yα and yβ are from two segments, each having one, incident at some xj ∈ X \X ′, where

xj corresponds to a leaf vj ∈ Gi,b d
2
c. Note that dG′′(yα, xj) ≥ bd2c and dG′′(xj, yβ) ≥ dd

2
e.

Implies, dG′′(yα, yβ) ≥ d, arrived at a contradiction. Let I ′ = X ′ ∪ Y ′ ∪ Y ′′. As per our

selection method each segment contributes one point in Y ′∪Y ′′. Thus, |I ′| ≥ k+ ` since

|X ′| ≥ k and |Y ′ ∪ Y ′′| = `.

(Sufficiency) Let G′′ has a DdIS I ′ of cardinality at least k + ` and I = {vi ∈ V |

xi ∈ I ′ ∩ X}. Observe that |I ′ ∩ Y | ≤ ` (due to Lemma 3.1.7); so |I| ≥ k. We shall

show that, by suitably modifying I (i.e., by removing or changing some of the vertices

in I), we get at least k points from X such that the set of corresponding vertices in G

is a DdIS of G. Consider a pair of vertices vi, vj ∈ I such that dG(vi, vj) = d′ < d in G

(if there is no such pair, then I is a DdIS of G with |I| ≥ k). Let xi, xj ∈ I ′ ∩ X be

the vertices in G′′ corresponding to vi, vj ∈ I, respectively. Also, let ˆ̀ be the number

of segments on the path xi  xj corresponding to the shortest path vi  vj. As each

segment can contribute at most one point (from Y ) in any solution, I ′ can contain at

most ˆ̀+ 1 points (including xi and xj) from the path xi  xj.

As per the construction of G′′, the distance between xi and xj is ˆ̀∗ d+ 1 in G′′. We

update the solution along the path xi  xj as follows: delete xj and other points of the

path from I ′. Start traversing the path from xi and add every (d ∗ θ)−th point to I ′,

where 1 ≤ θ ≤ ˆ̀. The last point chosen is the point which is d′ distance away from xj.

The number of points in I ′ on the path xi  xj is ˆ̀+ 1. Thus, I ′ a new feasible solution
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in G′′ whose size is at least as that of the previous solution. Observe that, the points in

I ′ that are on the segments outside the path xi  xj will not be affected by the newly

chosen points, and |I ′| ≥ k + `.

We repeat the same for all pair of points in I for which the shortest path distance in G

is less than d. Therefore, |I| ≥ k (from Lemma 3.1.7) and I is a distance-d independent

set in G.

Theorem 3.1.9. The D-GMDdIS problem belongs to the class NP-complete.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.1.8.

3.2 Approximation Algorithm for GMDdIS Prob-

lem

In this section, we discuss a simple 4-factor approximation algorithm for the GMDdIS

problem, for a fixed integer d ≥ 3. Let R be the rectangular region containing the point

set P (disk centers). From now on we deal with the point set P rather than the UDG

G defined on P . We partition R into disjoint horizontal strips H1, H2, . . . , Hν , each of

width d (Hν may be of width less than d). The basic idea behind our algorithm is as

follows:

(i) Compute a feasible solution for each non-empty strip Hi (1 ≤ i ≤ ν) independently

as stated below:

We split the horizontal strip into squares of size d × d (see Figure 3.2). In

each square, we compute an optimum solution of the DdIS problem defined

by the points set inside that square. We consider all odd-numbered squares

and compute the union Siodd of optimum solutions of these squares. Similarly,

the union Sieven of optimum solutions of all even-numbered squares are also

computed. Each of these is a feasible solution of DdIS problem in Hi as the

minimum distance between each pair of considered squares is at least d. We
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H2

H1

H3

d

d

Figure 3.2: A horizontal and vertical partition of the strips of width d

choose Si = Sieven or Siodd such that |Si| = max(|Sieven|, |Siodd|) as the desired

feasible solution for the strip Hi.

(ii) Compute Seven and Sodd, which are the union of the solutions of even and odd

strips respectively, and

(iii) Report S∗ = Seven or Sodd such that |S∗| = max(|Seven|, |Sodd|) as a solution to the

DdIS problem.

Note that, the solution obtained in the above process is a feasible solution for the entire

problem.

Lemma 3.2.1. If OPT is an optimum solution for the GMDdIS problem, then

max(|Seven|, |Sodd|) ≥ 1
4
|OPT |.

Proof. Let us denote by OPT i an optimum solution of the non-empty strip Hi. Since

any two even (resp. odd) numbered strips, say Hi and Hj, are at least d distance apart,

the feasible solutions computed in any method for Hi and Hj are independent1. Thus,

1by independent we mean for any pi ∈ Hi∩P and pj ∈ Hj ∩P , pi and pj are distance-d independent
and also, OPT i ∩OPT j = ∅
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both OPTeven =
⋃

i is even

OPT i and OPTodd =
⋃

i is odd

OPT i are feasible solutions for the

given DdIS problem.

Note that |OPT | ≤ |OPTeven| + |OPTodd| ≤ 2|OPT∗|, where OPT∗ = OPTeven if

|OPTeven| > |OPTodd|; otherwise OPT∗ = OPTodd.

Also, note that we have not computed OPT i for the strip Hi. Instead, we have

computed Sieven and Siodd by splitting the strip Hi into d× d squares, and accumulating

the optimum solutions of even and odd numbered squares separately. By the same

argument as stated above, we have |OPT i| ≤ 2|Si∗|, where Si∗ = Sieven if |Sieven| ≥ |Siodd|;

otherwise Si∗ = Siodd.

Combining both the inequalities, we have |OPT | ≤ 4 max(|Seven|, |Sodd|), i.e., max

(|Seven|, |Sodd|) ≥ 1
4
|OPT |.

3.2.1 Optimal solution of a d× d square problem

Let Q ⊆ P be the set of points inside a d× d square χ, and Gχ be the UDG defined on

Q. Let C1, C2, . . . , Cl be the connected components of Gχ. Without loss of generality

we assume that any two components in Gχ are at least d distance apart2 in G.

Lemma 3.2.2. The maximum number of different connected components in Gχ is O(d2).

Proof. Partition χ into O(d2) cells, each of size
√
3
2
× 1

2
. The result follows from the fact

that the points lying inside each cell are mutually connected.

To have the worst-case size of a DdIS in Gχ, we need to have an idea about the

worst-case size of a DdIS in a connected component in Gχ.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let C be any connected component of Gχ. The number of mutually

distance-d independent points in C is bounded by O(d).

Proof. Consider the square region χ′ of size 3d× 3d whose each side is d distance away

from the corresponding side of χ. Let Q′ ⊆ P be the subset of points in χ′. Partition χ′

2if there are two components having distance less than d in G, then we can view them as a single
component
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into cells of size 1
2
√
2
× 1

2
√
2
. Thus, the number of cells in χ′ is bounded by O(d2), and in

each cell the unit disks centered at the points inside that cell are mutually connected.

Let a pair of points pi, pj ∈ C which are distance-d independent. The shortest path

pi  pj between pi and pj entirely lies inside χ′. If there is another point pk ∈ C which

is distance-d independent with both pi and pj, then pk is at least distance d
2

away from

each point on the path pi  pj. Therefore, the path from pk to any point on the path

pi  pj occupies at least O(d) cells, and none of the points from these cells are distance-

d independent to all the points pi, pj, pk. Thus, the addition of each point in the set of

mutually distance-d independent points in χ prohibits points in O(d) cells to belong in

that set, and hence the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.2.4. An optimal (i.e., maximum size) DdIS in χ can be computed in d2nO(d)

time.

Proof. We first construct a weighted complete graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) where V ′ corresponds

to the points in Q′. For each edge vivj ∈ E ′, the weight w(vivj) = 1 if d(pi, pj) ≤ 1;

otherwise w(vivj) = ∞. Next, we compute the all pair shortest paths between every

pair of vertices in G′, and store them in a matrix M.

By definition, the intersection of distance-d independent sets of any two components

is empty. Thus, a DdIS of maximum size in Gχ can be computed by considering all

components of the UDG Gχ, and computing the union of the DdIS of maximum sizes of

those components. We consider each component of Gχ separately. For each component

C, we consider all possible tuples of size at most O(d) (due to Lemma 3.2.3) and for

each tuple, we check whether they form a DdIS or not by consulting the matrix M in

O(d2) time. Thus, a maximum size DdIS in C can be computed in O(d2|C|O(d)) time

and the total time for computing a maximum size DdIS in Gχ is O(d2
∑

C∈Gχ
|C|O(d)) =

d2n
O(d)
χ , where nχ =

∑
C∈Gχ

|C|, the number of vertices in Gχ.

Theorem 3.2.5. Given a set P of n points in the plane, a DdIS of size at least 1
4
|OPT |

can be computed in d2nO(d) time, where |OPT | is the maximum cardinality of a GMDdIS.

Proof. Follows from Lemmata 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.
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Figure 3.3: Horizontal and vertical partition of the strips

3.3 Approximation Scheme for GMDdIS Problem

In this section, using the shifting strategy [55], we propose a polynomial time approxi-

mation scheme (PTAS) for the GMDdIS problem, for a given fixed integer d ≥ 3. Let R

be an axis parallel rectangular region containing the point set P (i.e., centers of the disks

of the given UDG). We use two-level nested shifting strategy. The first level executes k

iterations, where k � d. The i-th iteration (1 ≤ i ≤ k) of the first level is as follows:

• Assuming R is left-open, partition R into vertical strips such that (a) first strip is

of width i, (b) every even strip is of width d, and (c) every odd strip, except the

first strip, is of width k (see Figure 3.3).

• Without loss of generality, assume that the points lying on the left boundary of a

strip belong to the adjacent strip to its left (i.e., every strip is left open and right

closed).

• Compute some desired feasible solutions for the odd strips (of width k). These

solutions can be merged to solve the entire problem since these odd-numbered
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strips are distance-d apart.

The second level of the nested shifting strategy is used to find a solution for an

iteration in the first level. We consider each non-empty odd strip separately and exe-

cute k iterations. In the i-th iteration, we partition it horizontally as in the first level

(mentioned in the first bullet above). We get a solution of a strip by solving each k × k

square in that strip optimally. The union of the solutions of all the odd-numbered

squares/rectangles in that strip is the desired solution of that vertical strip of the first

level. Finally, we take the union of the solutions of all the odd vertical strips to compute

the solution of that iteration of the first level. Thus, we have the solutions of all the

iterations of the first level. We report the one having the maximum cardinality as the

solution of the given DdIS problem. Compute a matrixM containing the cost of all pair

shortest paths in a complete graph defined with the points in P where the edge costs

are as defined in Section 3.2.1. The method of computing an optimum solution inside a

k × k square is described below.

3.3.1 Computing an optimum solution in a k × k square

We apply a divide-and-conquer strategy to compute an optimum solution of the GMDdIS

problem defined on a set of points Q ⊆ P inside a square χ of size k×k. We partition χ

into four sub-squares, each of size k
2
× k

2
, using a horizontal line `h and a vertical lines `v

(see Figure 3.4). Let Q1 ⊆ Q be the subset of points in χ which are at most d distance

away from `h and/or `v. Let Q2 be a maximum cardinality subset of Q1 such that all

the points in Q2 are pair wise distance-d independent in P .

Lemma 3.3.1. |Q2| ≤ O(k).

Proof. The proof follows from a similar combinatorial argument discussed in the proof

of Lemma 3.2.3.

We apply the divide-and-conquer strategy on χ as follows:

Step 1: Choose all possible subsets of points of sizes at most O(k) in Q1.
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k `h
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Figure 3.4: A strip of width 4d around the vertical line `v (shown in dotted lines)

Step 2: For each subset, do the following:

• Check whether they are mutually distance-d independent by consulting the

table M. If so, then they form Q2.

• Consult the matrix M to delete the points in χ which are at most distance

d− 1 away from each member in Q2.

• Recursively solve the four independent sub-problems defined by the points of

Q \ Q1 in the four quadrants χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4 defined by `h and `v.

• Return Q2 = Q2 ∪ (
4⋃
i=1

Qi2), where Qi2 is the solution of the sub-problem on

the points of χi.

• Retain the solution for the present subset if it is better than the solutions

produced by earlier choices of Q2.

Lemma 3.3.2. The solution produced for the cell χ (of size k × k) in the aforesaid
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process is optimum, and the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is k2mO(k), where

m = |Q|.

Proof. Let OPTχ be an optimal solution for the points lying in χ. Note that our process

checks all combinations of points of size |OPTχ|. Thus, the combination of points in

OPTχ must appear at some stage in the process.

If T (m, k) denote the time complexity of computing the distance-d independent set

in χ, then T (m, k) = 4 × T (m, k
2
) × mO(k) + O(k2), which is k2 × mO(k) in the worst

case.

Using the analysis of [55], we have the following result.

Theorem 3.3.3. Given a set P of n points (centers of the unit disks) in the plane and

an integer k > 1, the proposed scheme produces a DdIS of size at least 1
(1+ 1

k
)2
|OPT | in

k2nO(k) time, where |OPT | is the maximum cardinality of a GMDdIS.

3.4 The Hardness Result of GMDdDS Problem

In this section, we discuss the hardness result of the GMDdDS problem by proving

the decision version of the GMDdDS problem belongs to the class NP-complete. The

decision version of the GMDdDS problem, denoted by D-GMDdDS, for a fixed integer

d ≥ 2, is defined as follows:

Given a unit disk graph G = (V,E) defined on a point set P and a positive integer

k ≤ |V |, does there exist a distance-d dominating set of size at most k in G?

Lemma 3.4.1. D-GMDdDS problem belongs to the class NP.

Proof. For a given set of vertices, we can verify whether all the vertices of the input

graph are distance-d dominated or not in polynomial-time using Floyd-Warshall’s all-

pair shortest path algorithm [28]. Hence D-GMDdDS ∈ NP.

Now, to prove the problem belongs to the NP-hard class, we do a polynomial-time

reduction from a known NP-hard problem, the vertex cover problem [43] defined in
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planar graphs with maximum degree 3, to it. The decision version of the vertex cover

problem in planar graphs with maximum degree 3, denoted by D-V Cp, is defined as

follows:

Given an undirected planar graph G with maximum degree 3 and a positive integer

k, does there exist a vertex cover D of G such that |D| ≤ k?

Corollary 3.4.2. A planar graph G = (V,E) with maximum degree 3 can be embedded

on a plane having grid cell of size 2d × 2d, so that its vertices lie at points of the form

(i ∗ 2d, j ∗ 2d) and its edges are drawn using a sequence of consecutive line segments

drawn on the vertical lines of the form x = i ∗ 2d and/or horizontal lines of the form

y = j ∗ 2d, for some integers i and j (see Figure 3.5).

Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.1.4.

Lemma 3.4.3. Let G = (V,E) be an instance of D-V Cp with maximum degree 3. An

instance G′ = (V ′, E ′) of D-GMDdDS can be constructed from G in polynomial-time.

Proof. Embed the instance G of D-V Cp on the plane as discussed in Corollary 3.4.2,

using one of the algorithms in [56, 59]. An edge in the embedding is a sequence of

connected line segment(s) of length 2d units each. Let ` be the total number of line

segments in the embedding. We add points P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} corresponding to the

vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} in the embedding. To make G′ a UDG we introduce a set

Q of extra points on the segments that are used to draw the edges of G′. Thus, the set

of points in P together with Q form a UDG G′. Let pipj be an edge in G′ corresponding

to the edge vivj in G and has `′ segments in the embedding.

Case 1: If `′ = 1, then we add 3d points p1ij, p
2
ij, . . . , p

3d
ij on the segment such that the

Euclidean distance of pi to p1ij and p3dij to pj is 0.72 and the Euclidean distance between

ptij and pt+1
ij is 2d−1.44

3d−1 > 0.5 for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 3d− 1. Therefore, the length of the path

from pi to pj is exactly 3d+ 1 (for d = 2, see the edge p1p4 in Figure 3.5(c)).

Case 2: If `′ > 1, then we consider all joint points of each pair of consecutive segments

other than the points of P and add a point for each joint point to the set Q (see the
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v1

v2 v3
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p1 p4
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p3

4

4 d = 2

(c)

p1 p4

p2

p3

4

4 d = 2

(d)

Figure 3.5: (a) A planar graph G of maximum degree 3, (b) its embedding G′ on a grid
of cell size 4× 4, (c) adding of extra points to G′, and (d) the obtained UDG G′.

square points in the edge p1p3 in Figure 3.5(c)). Then, we add 3d points as in Case

1 in one of the two segments for which one end is associated either with pi or pj; and

for each other segment(s) we also add 2d points p1ij, p
2
ij, . . . , p

2d
ij such that the Euclidean

distance to the points p1ij and p2dij from the end points of the segment(s) is 0.75 and the
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Euclidean distance between ptij and pt+1
ij is 2d−1.5

2d−1 > 0.5 for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2d− 1 in such

a way that after adding the extra points, the path length of one segment is 3d + 1 and

the path length of all other segments is 2d+ 1 (see the edge p2p3 in Figure 3.5(c)).

Note that in both the cases, only consecutive pair of points on the path pi  pj are

within unit distance apart. Let Q be the set of all extra points added in either of the

cases for each segment.

Observe that G′ = (V ′, E ′) is a UDG, where V ′ = P ∪ Q, and E ′ = {pipj | pi, pj ∈

V ′ and d(pi, pj) ≤ 1}. Here |V ′| = |P | + |Q| ≤ n + 3`d, and |E ′| ≤ 3`d + m, where m

is the number of edges in G and ` is bounded by n. Thus, G′ can be constructed in

polynomial-time.

Lemma 3.4.4. G has a vertex cover of size at most k if and only if G′ has a distance-d

dominating set of size at most k + `.

Proof. (Necessity) Let D be a vertex cover for the graph G such that |D| ≤ k. Let S

be the collection of points from P in G′ corresponding to the vertices of D in G, i.e.,

S = {pi ∈ P | vi ∈ D}. Note that |S| = |D|. We choose one point from each segment

in such a way that the selected points along with S form a distance-d dominating set of

G′ and the size of S is at most k + `.

Note that, every edge in G has at least one of its end vertices in D (D is a vertex

cover in G). For each edge vivj in G, start traversing from the corresponding vertex pi

in G′ (if vi ∈ D or from pj, if vj ∈ D) in the embedding and select each (2d + 1)-st

vertex in S encountered from pi to pj in the traversal (see p2p3 in Figure 3.5(d). The

big vertices are part of S while traversing from p2). Observe that, S is a distance-d

dominating set in G′ having |S| ≤ k+ ` as we have chosen one vertex from each segment

in the embedding and the way we have chosen S, for any pi ∈ V ′ there is always exist

at least one point pj ∈ S such that d(pi, pj) ≤ d.

(Sufficiency) Let S ⊆ V ′ be a DdDS of size at most k + ` in G′. We need to prove

that G has a vertex cover of size at most k. Let D = {vi ∈ V | pi ∈ S ∩ P}. Observe

that |D| ≤ k as the length of each segment in G′ is at least 2d+ 1 there must be at least
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Figure 3.6: (a) pj is only connected with pi, and (b) pi connected with pk and pj
connected with p`.

one point from each segment chosen in S. It remains to prove that D is a vertex cover

of G. If any edge vivj in G has none of its end vertices in D, then consider the points pi

and pj corresponding to vi and vj respectively.

Case (i): Degree of vj = 1 in G. Let `′ be the number of segments on the path from

pi  pj in G′. Observe that from the path pi  pj there are at least `′ + 1 vertices in

S (see Figure 5.3(a) for example). In this case, we delete one point from the segment

containing two points in S and introduce pi in S. A similar argument works even if

degree of vi = 1 in G.

Case (ii): Degrees of both vi and vj are greater than 1 inG. Both pi and pj are connected

with some points pk and p` respectively in G′, then either the chain of segments (say `′)

in the path pi  pj in G′ has at least `′ + 1 vertices in S (see Case (i)) or the chain

of segments (say `′) in the path pi  pk or ( pj  p`) in G′ has at least `′ + 1 vertices

in S (see Figure 5.3(b) for example). In this case, we choose the segment having two

points in S and remove one point of the segment from S and introduce pj in S if pk ∈ S

otherwise introduce pi in S. Update D and repeat the process till every edge has at least

one of its end vertices in D. Note that, in both the cases, we delete at most one point

from such segments having two of its points in the solution and there does not exist a
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segment in G′ having none of its points in S, which leads the proof that D is a vertex

cover in G with |D| ≤ k.

Theorem 3.4.5. The D-GMDdDS problem belongs to the class NP-complete.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.4.4.

3.5 Approximation Algorithm for GMDdDS Prob-

lem

In this section, we propose a 4-factor approximation algorithm for the minimum distance-

d dominating set problem. Let R be the axis parallel smallest rectangular region con-

taining the point set P (disk centers). We partition R into squares having side length

3√
2
d× 3√

2
d (see Figure 3.7(a)). The basic idea behind the propose algorithm is as follows:

• color the partitioning squares with 4-colors such that the distance between two

same colored squares are more than 2d (see Figure 3.7(a)).

• find an optimal solution of each square (see Subsection 3.5.1).

• let OPTi denotes the union of optimal solutions generated by our algorithm for

the squares having color i, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

• Let OPT be an MDdDS of the UDG defined on P . Therefore, |OPTi| ≤ |OPT |.

Thus,
∑

i |OPTi| ≤ 4 ∗ |OPT |.

3.5.1 Computing a MDdDS in a 3√
2
d× 3√

2
d square

Let χ be a single 3√
2
d× 3√

2
d cell. Also, let Pχ ⊆ P be the set of points inside χ, and Gχ

be the UDG defined on Pχ. Let C1, C2, . . . , C` be the different connected components

of Gχ with the constraint that each Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ `) are d-distance apart from each other

in G (i.e., the UDG corresponding to points set P ). If the distance between any two

components is less than d, then combine these two components as a single component.
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Figure 3.7: (a) partition of R into smaller cells of size 3√
2
d× 3√

2
d, (b) one cell partitioned

into O(d2) sub-cells, and (c) one cell surrounded with d width region.

Lemma 3.5.1. The number of different connected components in Gχ is bounded by

O(d2).

Proof. Partition χ into sub-cells of size 1√
2
× 1√

2
(see Figure 3.7(b)). Therefore, the total

number of sub-cells is O(d2). Every pair of points within a sub-cell are connected as

they are at most unit distance apart. Therefore, the points lying inside each sub-cell are

in the same connected component.

Lemma 3.5.2. The size of an MDdDS in any connected component C ∈ {C1, C2, . . . , C`}

of Gχ is bounded by O(d).

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3.2.3, with the fact that the minimum distance-d

dominating set in any graph is bounded by the maximum cardinality distance-d inde-
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pendent set of the same graph. The same result holds for any sub-graphs also.

Lemma 3.5.3. The time complexity to compute an MDdDS in χ is d2nO(d).

Proof. Consider a d-width region around the cell χ as χ′ (see Figure 3.7(c)), having point

set Pχ′ ⊆ P . Let GPχ′
be a weighted complete graph with the vertex set corresponding to

point set Pχ′ and edge costs are as defined in Subsection 3.2.1. Apply all-pairs shortest

path algorithm [28] on graph GPχ′
and store the result in a matrix M.

Observe that, for computing an MDdDS in graph Gχ, we need to compute an MDdDS

in each and every component Ci ∈ Gχ. As per the definition of components, all the

components are d-distance apart from each other. So, taking the union of the computed

solutions of each component leads to an MDdDS for the graph Gχ. For computing an

optimum solution in a component Ci, we consider all possible tuples of size at most

O(d) (refer Lemma 3.5.2) and check whether the selected tuple is a feasible solution or

not with the help of matrix M in O(d2) time. Thus, MDdDS can be computed in a

single component Ci in O(d2|Ci|O(d)) time. Hence, computing an MDdDS in Gχ takes

O(d2
∑

Ci∈Gχ
|Ci|O(d)) = d2nO(d) time, where n is the number of vertices in Gχ.

Theorem 3.5.4. Given a set P of n points in the plane, a distance-d dominating set

of size at most 4|OPT | can be computed in d2nO(d) time, where OPT is a minimum

distance-d dominating set of the unit disk graph constructed on the point set P .

Proof. Follows from Lemmata 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3.

3.6 Approximation Scheme for GMDdDS Problem

In this section, using the technique of shifting strategy [55], we propose a polynomial-

time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the MDdDS problem, for a given fixed integer

d. Given a point set P (centers of the UDG) in an axis parallel rectangular region R

and an integer k � d, we use two-level nested shifting strategy as follows:

• first, we apply shifting strategy in the horizontal direction. The i-th iteration

(1 ≤ i ≤ k) of the first level, partition R into horizontal strips such that the first
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strip is of width i, and the remaining strips are of width k. Note that the width

of the last strip may be less than k.

• without loss of generality, assume that the points lying on the below boundary of

a horizontal strip belong to its below adjacent strip.

• consider each non-empty horizontal strip H, and apply the second level of shifting

strategy on the vertical direction.

• in the second level, the j-th iteration (1 ≤ j ≤ k) partition each non-empty

horizontal strip H into square/rectangular cells of size (i) j × ` for the first cell,

and (ii) k× ` for all other cells, where ` defines the width of the strip H (` = i for

the first strip and ` = k for all other strips).

We solve each k × k square (conceptually extend the smaller cells to k × k square)

optimally, refer Subsection 3.6.1. For each horizontal strip H, we consider the union of

the solutions of k× k squares in H to get a feasible solution for H. Finally, we take the

union of the solutions of each non-empty horizontal strip to get a feasible solution of the

problem in a single iteration. In the same process, we get the feasible solutions of all

the iterations in the first level. We report the solution D having minimum cardinality

among all the solutions generated in each iteration as the solution of the DdDS problem.

Now, we discuss the process to obtain an optimal solution in a k × k square. At

the beginning, we compute a matrix M containing the cost of all pair shortest paths

in a complete graph defined on the point set P , where the edge costs are defined as in

Subsection 3.2.1.

3.6.1 Computing an optimum solution in a k × k square

We apply the same strategy as described in Subsection 3.3.1 on the point set Pχ ⊆ P

inside a square χ of size k × k. Let P ′χ ⊆ Pχ denote the point set which are at most

d distance away from `h and `v (the horizontal and vertical lines which divides χ into

4 squares). Let P ′′χ be a minimum cardinality subset of P ′χ such that all the points in
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P ′χ are distance-d dominated by the point set P ′′χ . The following Lemma follows from

Lemma 3.5.2.

Lemma 3.6.1. |P ′′χ | is bounded by O(k).

Lemma 3.6.2. The optimum solution produced by our algorithm for each k × k square

(χ) takes k2n
O(k)
χ time, where nχ = |Pχ| is the number of points inside χ.

Proof. As our algorithm checks all combinations of points of size |OPTχ|, where OPTχ

is an optimal solution for χ, in some iteration the combination of points in OPTχ must

appear. Thus, time complexity result of the lemma follows from Lemma 3.3.2.

Theorem 3.6.3. Given a set P of n points in the plane and an integer k � d, a

distance-d dominating set of size at most (1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT | can be computed in k2nO(k)

time, where OPT is the optimum solution.

Proof. Let OPT be an MDdDS for the UDG G defined on the point set P , and OPT ′ ⊆

OPT be the points chosen in OPT , which d-distance dominates the points outside the

boundary of all the cells in an iteration (first level i-th iteration and second level j-th

iteration). Let D∗ be a solution obtained by our algorithm in an iteration.

Then, |D∗| ≤ |OPT |+ |OPT ′|. For all the iterations of (i, j) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k), we have
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|D∗| ≤ k2|OPT |+
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|OPT ′|. Since any point from a cell χ chosen in OPT can

d-distance dominate points from no more than one horizontal strip (or vertical strip), and

at most k times each horizontal (or vertical) boundary appears throughout the algorithm,

we have
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|OPT ′| ≤ k|OPT |+k|OPT |. Thus,
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|D∗| ≤ k2|OPT |+2k|OPT | =

(k2 + 2k)|OPT |. Therefore, min
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|D∗| ≤ (1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT |.

The time complexity result follows from Lemma 3.6.2 along with the fact that, there

are n points present in the plane.
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3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied the GMDdIS problem and the GMDdDS problem in unit disk

graphs. We prove that, the decision version of both GMDdIS and GMDdDS problems

belong to the class NP-complete. We proposed simple 4-factor approximation algorithms

for both problems. We also proposed polynomial-time approximation schemes (PTAS)

for both GMDdIS and GMDdDS problems.
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Chapter 4

d-Distance m-Tuple

(`, r)-Dominating Set Problem in

Graphs

The domination problem and its variants are the most studied problems in the literature

for its wide range of applications. In this chapter, we study the d-distance m-tuple

(`, r)-dominating set ((d,m, `, r) set) problem in general graphs. This problem gives a

general framework for different variants of domination problem as well as for many other

problems which are not studied in the literature. We define the minimum (d,m, `, r) set

problem formally as follows:

Definition 4.0.1. (Problem definition) Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E)

and positive integers d,m, ` and r, find a minimum size subset V ′ ⊆ V of G satis-

fying the following two conditions: (i) for every vi ∈ V , |Nd
G[vi] ∩ V ′| ≥ m, and

(ii) for every r size subset U of V , |(∪u∈UNd
G[u]) ∩ V ′| ≥ `, where Nd

G[vi] is the d-

distance neighborhood of a vertex vi ∈ V , i.e., Nd
G[vi] = {vj ∈ V | dG(vi, vj) ≤

d, where dG(vi, vj) denotes the length of a shortest path between the vertices vi and vj

in G}.

If m ≥ `, then the second condition in the definition of (d,m, `, r) set is redundant.
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In the case of m = `(= k, say), the (d,m, `, r) set is known as k-tuple dominating set

in the literature. On the other hand, if m = ` then the value of r > 1 is irrelevant.

Therefore, we assume r = 1 in case of m = `. From now onwards, we assume that

m ≤ `. If d = 1,m = 2, ` = 3, r = 2 then (d,m, `, r) set is known as a liar’s dominating

set in the literature. The objective of the d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem

is to find a minimum size d-distance m-tuple (`, r) dominating set in a given graph G,

and we call this problem as the minimum (d,m, `, r) set problem. Here, our objective is

to give a general framework such that variant problems of (i) dominating set, (ii) k-tuple

dominating set, (iii) liar’s dominating set, and (iv) many other problems depending on

the values of d,m, `, and r (which are not studied in the literature) come under one

umbrella. In this chapter, we prove the hardness of d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination

problem and the inapproximability of the problem.

4.1 Hardness Results

4.1.1 Hardness Result of the 1-Distance m-Tuple (`, r)-Domination

Problem

In this section, we show that the decision version of the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-

domination problem in graphs belongs to the class NP-complete by reducing the domi-

nating set (DS) problem to it, which is known to be in the class of NP-complete [43].

The definition of the decision version of both problems are as follows:

Definition 4.1.1. (Decision version of 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination prob-

lem) Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E) with at least ` vertices and three pos-

itive integers m, r, and k(≤ |V |), where m ≤ `, does there exist a 1-distance m-tuple

(`, r)-dominating set of size at most k?

Definition 4.1.2. (Decision version of the DS problem)

Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k, does there exist a

dominating set D of G such that |D| ≤ k?
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Theorem 4.1.3. The decision version of the 1-distancem-tuple (`, r)-domination problem

belongs to the class NP-complete.

Proof. For any given set L ⊆ V and a positive integer k, we can verify whether L is

a 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set of size at most k or not in polynomial time

by checking both the conditions of 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set. Therefore,

1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem is in the class NP.

Now, we prove the hardness of the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem by

reducing the decision version of the DS problem, which is known to be NP-complete [43],

to it. Let < G = (V,E), k > be an arbitrary instance of the dominating set problem,

where G = (V,E) is an undirected graph with vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and k is

an integer. We construct an instance < G′ = (V ′, E ′),m, `, r > of the decision version

of 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem as follows:

V ′ = V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ V 3,where

V 1 = {v11, v12, . . . , v1n},

V 2 = {v21, v22, . . . v2`−1},

V 3 = {v31, v32, . . . , v3r}

E ′ = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ E4,where

E1 = {v1i v1j | vivj ∈ E},

E2 = {v2i v2j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ `− 1},

E3 = {v1i v2j | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ `− 1},

E4 = {v2i v3j | 1 ≤ i ≤ `− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ r}

Since size of G′ is polynomial, G′ = (V ′, E ′) can be constructed in polynomial-time

and |V ′| = n+ `+r−1, where n = |V | and `, r < n. An illustration for the construction

of G′ from G is shown in Figure 4.1.

Claim 1: G has a dominating set of size at most k if and only if G′ has a 1-distance
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v32

v21 v22
· · · v2`−1

v11 v12
· · · v1n

v23

v13

v31 v33 v3r· · ·

Figure 4.1: A graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) constructed for an instance of the 1-distance m-tuple
(`, r)-domination problem.

m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set of size at most k + `.

Proof: Let D be a dominating set of G and |D| ≤ k. Let L = {v1i | vi ∈ D} ∪ V 2 ∪

{v31}. Now, we show that L is a 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set in G′.

(i) Observe that for each v ∈ V ′, |NG′ [v] ∩ L| ≥ m as m ≤ ` (value of r = 1 in case

of m = `) and each v ∈ V ′ is dominated by `− 1 vertices in V 2.

(ii) Let U = {u1, u2, . . . , ur} ⊆ V ′ be an arbitrary subset of size r.

Case 1: Let U ∩V 2 6= ∅ and v2i ∈ U ∩V 2. From the construction of G′, NG[v2i ]∩L ⊇

V 2 ∪ {v31}, which implies |NG[v2i ] ∩ L| ≥ `. Therefore, |(∪u∈UNG[u]) ∩ L| ≥ `.

Case 2: Let U ∩ V 1 6= ∅ and v1i ∈ U ∩ V 1. From the constructions of G′ and

L, NG[v1i ] ∩ L ⊇ V 2 ∪ {v1j}, where vj ∈ D is a dominator of vi in G. Therefore,

|NG[v1i ] ∩ L| ≥ `, which leads to |(∪u∈UNG[u]) ∩ L| ≥ `.

Case 3: Let U = V 3. Again, from the constructions of G and L, (∪u∈UNG[u])∩L ⊇

V 2 ∪ {v31}. Therefore, in this case also |(∪u∈UNG[u]) ∩ L| ≥ `.
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Thus, L is a 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set in G′ and |L| ≤ k + `.

Conversely, let L be a 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set for G′ of size at most

k+ `. From the definition of the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set (see Definition

4.0.1) and as |V 3| = r, |(∪v∈V 3NG′ [v]) ∩ L| ≥ `. Therefore, there must be at least `

vertices from V 2∪V 3 in L (see Figure 4.1). Let D = {vi ∈ V | v1i ∈ L\ (V 2∪V 3)}. If D

is a dominating set of G, then we are done as |D| ≤ k. Suppose D is not a dominating

set in G. Since |V 2| is ` − 1, the 1-distance neighborhood of every subset of V 1 with

cardinality greater than or equal to r will have a non-empty intersection with D (due

to the second condition of 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination). This implies, for any

subset U1 of V , D ∩ (∪u∈U1NG[u]) = ∅ if and only if |U1| ≤ r − 1. Note that, such a

set U1(6= ∅) exists based on our assumption that D is not a dominating set of G. Let

|U1| = s. Now, we will show that |(V 2 ∪ V 3) ∩ L| ≥ `+ s.

Let U2(⊆ V 2) and U3(⊆ V 3) be the maximum size subsets such that U2 ∩ L = ∅

and U3 ∩ L = ∅, respectively. Let s′ = |U2| and s′′ = |U3|. Let U13 = U1 ∪ U3. Since

(∪u∈U13NG′ [u])∩L = V 2\U2, i.e., |(∪u∈U13NG′ [u])∩L| = `−1−s′ < `, |U13| = s+s′′ < r.

Add r−s−s′′ vertices from V 3\U3 to the vertex set U13. Now, by the definition of L the

size of the set |(∪u∈U13NG′ [u])∩L| must be at least `. Therefore, r−s−s′′+`−1−s′ ≥ `,

which implies r − s′′ ≥ s+ s′ + 1.

Since r − s′′ ≥ s + s′ + 1, |D| ≤ k − s. Let D1 = D ∪ U1. So, every vertex in V is

dominated by at least one vertex in D1 whose size is at most k. Therefore, we conclude,

the decision version of 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem belongs to the class

NP-complete.

4.1.2 Hardness Result of the d-Distance m-Tuple (`, 2)-Domination

Problem

In this section, we prove that the decision version of d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination

problem belongs to the class NP-complete. For fixed constant d ≥ 2, the decision version

of the problem is defined as follows.
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Definition 4.1.4. Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E) with |V | ≥ ` and three

positive integers m, d, and k(≤ |V |), where m ≤ `, does there exist a d-distance m-tuple

(`, 2)-dominating set of size at most k?

We prove that, the decision version of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination prob-

lem (d ≥ 2) belongs to the class NP-complete by reducing the decision version of the

1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem to it in polynomial time. Note that 1-

distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem belongs to the class NP-complete (see Sec-

tion 4.1.1). Recall, the decision version of 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem:

Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E) with |V | ≥ ` and two positive integer

m, k ≤ |V |, where m ≤ `, does there exist a 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating

set of size at most k?

Theorem 4.1.5. The decision version of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination prob-

lem belongs to the class NP-complete.

Proof. The decision version of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem belongs

to the class NP as for a given certificate (a subset of V ) we can verify whether it

is satisfying both the conditions of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination or not in

polynomial-time.

We now describe a polynomial-time reduction from an arbitrary instance of the

decision version of 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem to an instance of the

decision version of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem.

Let G = (V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, E) be an arbitrary instance of the decision version

of 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem. We construct an instance, a graph

G′ = (V ′, E ′), of the decision version of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem

as follows:
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v1 v2

v3 v4

v′1 v′2

v′3 v′4
G = (V,E)

v′11

v′12
v′13

v′14

v′21

v′22

v′23

v′24

v′31
v′32

v′33
v′34

v′41
v′42
v′43
v′44

G′ = (V ′, E ′)

Figure 4.2: A graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) constructed for an instance of the d-distance m-tuple
(`, 2)- domination problem.

V ′ = {v′i | vi ∈ V } ∪ (
⋃
vi∈V

{v′i1, v′i2, . . . , v′id−1})(see F igure 4.2 for an example)

E ′ = {v′iv′j | vivj ∈ E} ∪ (
⋃
vi∈V

{v′iv′i1, v′i1v′i2, . . . , v′id−2v′id−1})

Claim 2: G has a 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set of cardinality at most k if

and only if G′ has a d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set of cardinality at most k.

Necessity: Let L be a 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set of G such that |L| ≤ k.

Let L′ = {v′i ∈ V ′ | vi ∈ L}. We can argue that L′ is a d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-

dominating set in G′ and |L′| ≤ k. Since |L′| = |L| and |L| ≤ k, so |L′| ≤ k. As each

vertex v ∈ V satisfies 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination properties and each vertex

in G′ is at most d− 1 distance away from a vertex in L′, L′ suffices to ensure d-distance

m-tuple (`, 2)-domination in graph G′ for d ≥ 2.

Sufficiency: Let L′ be a d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set in G′ such that

|L′| ≤ k. We shall show that, by updating (i.e., removing or replacing) some of the
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vertices in L′, at most k vertices from {v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n} can be chosen such that the set of

corresponding vertices in V is an 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set in G.

Let L′′ = L′. For each vertex v′ij ∈ V ′, (1 ≤ j ≤ d − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n) we do the

following:

if v′ij ∈ L′′, then replace it with its associated vertex v′i if v′i is not already in L′′,

otherwise, replace it with any vertex in NG′ [v
′
i]∩{v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n} which is not in L′′. If all

the vertices of NG′ [v
′
i]∩ {v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n} are in L′′ (i.e., (NG′ [v

′
i]∩ {v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n}) ⊆ L′′),

then remove v′ij from L′′. Therefore, |L′′| ≤ k. Let L = {vi ∈ V | v′i ∈ L′′}. Now, we

prove that L is an 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set in G such that |L| ≤ k.

Since |L′′| ≤ k, then |L| ≤ k. We first prove the first condition (i.e., for every v ∈ V ,

|NG[v]∩L| ≥ m) of 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set. Consider a vertex v′i ∈ V ′,

for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let s be the number of vertices in L′ ∩ {v′i1, v′i2 . . . , v′id−1}.

Case 1. s = 0. Since L′ is d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set, there must exist

at leastm vertices, say {v′′1 , v′′2 , . . . , v′′m} in {v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n}∩L′ such that {v′′1 , v′′2 , . . . , v′′m} ⊆

Nd
G′ [v

′
i,d−1], otherwise, L′ is not a feasible solution as v′id−1 does not have m distance-d

dominators. Therefore, |NG′ [v
′
i] ∩ ({v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n} ∩ L′′)| ≥ m.

Case 2. s ≥ 1. Let v′ij1 , v
′
ij2
, . . . , v′ijt ∈ L

′, for some 1 ≤ j1, j2, . . . , jt ≤ d − 1. By our

construction of L′′ each vertex in {v′ij1 , v
′
ij2
, . . . , v′ijt} is replaced by one of the vertices in

NG′ [v
′
i]∩{v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n}. Therefore, in this case also |NG′ [v

′
i]∩({v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n}∩L′′)| ≥ m.

Thus, by our construction of L from L′′, |NG[vi] ∩ L| ≥ m is true.

Now we prove the second condition of 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set (i.e.,

for every pair of distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , |(NG[u] ∪NG[v]) ∩ L| ≥ `).

Let vi and vj be two distinct vertices in G. Consider the vertices v′id−1 and v′jd−1

in G′. As L′ is a d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set of G′, it satisfies the second

property of d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination in G′. Thus there exist at least `

dominators dominating v′id−1 and v′jd−1 in L′, i.e., |(Nd
G′ [v

′
id−1] ∪ Nd

G′ [v
′
jd−1]) ∩ L′| ≥ `.

These dominators are either from NG[v′i] ∪ NG[v′j] or from {v′i1, v′i2, . . . , v′id−1} and/or

from {v′j1, v′j2 . . . , v′jd−1}. As per our construction of L′′ from L′, we are replacing each

dominator in {v′i1, v′i2, . . . , v′id−1} ∪ {v′j1, v′j2 . . . , v′jd−1} (if any) by a vertex in (NG′ [v
′
i] ∪
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NG′ [v
′
j]) ∩ {v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n}.

Since G is connected and |V | ≥ `, so is G′. Therefore, L′′ contains at least ` vertices

from (NG′ [v
′
i]∪NG′ [v

′
j])∩{v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n}, i.e., |(NG′ [v

′
i]∪NG′ [v

′
j])∩{v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n}∩L′′| ≥

`. Therefore, according to the construction of L from L′′, |(NG[vi] ∪ NG[vj]) ∩ L| ≥ `.

Thus, L is a 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set of the graph G having cardinality

at most k.

Therefore, the decision version of d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem be-

longs to the class NP-complete.

4.2 Inapproximability Results

4.2.1 Inapproximability Result of the 1-Distance m-Tuple (`, r)-

Domination Problem

In this section, we prove that the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem cannot

be approximated within a factor of (1
2
− ε) ln(|V |) for any ε > 0, unless P = NP. We

argue the claim by showing that if 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem can be

approximated within a factor of (1
2
− ε) ln(|V |) for any ε > 0 in a graph G′, then the

domination problem can be approximated within a factor of (1−ε) ln(|V |) for any ε > 0.

Theorem 4.2.1. [35] For every ε > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate set cover problem

within a factor of (1− ε) lnn, where n is the size of the instance. The reduction runs in

nO(1/ε) time.

Theorem 4.2.2. Minimum domination problem cannot be approximated within a factor

of (1− ε) ln(|V |) for any ε > 0, unless P = NP.

Proof. The result follows from (i) the relation between set cover problem and dominating

set problem, (ii) Theorem 4.2.1, and (iii) the inapproximability result in [23].

Theorem 4.2.3. Minimum 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem cannot be ap-

proximated within a factor of (1
2
− ε) ln(|V |) for any ε > 0, unless P = NP.
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Proof. Let G be a simple undirected graph. Consider the construction of the graph G′

for any given graph G as discussed in Section 4.1.1. As per our construction, we prove

that each instance of domination problem can be reducible to an instance of 1-distance

m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem in polynomial-time .

Let D∗ and L∗ be the optimal DS and 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set in G and

G′, with cardinalities γds(G) and γm`r(G
′), respectively. Now we can argue the following

claim: γm`r(G
′) = γds(G) + `. The inequality γm`r(G

′) ≤ γds(G) + ` is trivial as per our

construction in Section 4.1.1. On the other hand, γm`r(G
′) ≥ γds(G) + ` follows from

the sufficiency proof of Claim 1 in Section 4.1.1. So given a dominating set D of G,

one can find a 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set L of G′ such that |L| = |D|+ `.

Now, |L|
|L∗| = |D|+`

|D∗|+` ≥
1
2
|D|
|D∗| . Suppose there exist a polynomial time algorithm that

approximates 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem within a factor of (1
2
−ε) lnN

for graphs with N vertices. As per our construction of the graph G′ from G (see Figure

4.1), G′ contains, N = n+ `+ r−1 ≤ 3n for n ≥ 2 vertices, where n is the total number

of vertices in G, ` < n, and r < n. Therefore,

|D|
|D∗|

≤ (1− 2ε) lnN ≤ (1− 2ε) lnn(1 +
ln 4

lnn
).

For sufficiently large n, the term (1 + ln 4
lnn

) can be bounded by 1 + ε
5
, where ε ≥ 5 ln 4

lnn
.

Now we have

(1− 2ε) lnn(1 +
ln 4

lnn
) ≤ (1− 2ε)[lnn+ ln(1 +

ε

5
)] ≤ (1− 2ε)[lnn+

ε

5
lnn] ≤ (1− ε′) lnn,

where ε′ < 9
5
ε + 2

5
ε2. Therefore, for an arbitrary graph, we can approximate the

domination problem by a factor of (1− ε′) lnn, which leads to a contradiction to Theo-

rem 4.2.2. Thus, the minimum 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem cannot be

approximated within a factor of (1
2
− ε) ln(|V |) for any ε > 0, unless P = NP.
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4.2.2 Inapproximability Result of the d-Distance m-Tuple (`, 2)-

Domination Problem

In this section, we give a lower bound on the approximation ratio of any approximation

algorithm for the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem by providing an approx-

imation preserving reduction from the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem for

r = 2.

Theorem 4.2.4. Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E), the d-distance m-tuple

(`, 2)-domination problem cannot be approximated within a factor of (1
4
− ε) ln |V |, for

any fixed constant d ≥ 2 and ε > 0, unless P = NP.

Proof. LetG = (V,E) be an arbitrary instance of the 1-distancem-tuple (`, 2)-domination

problem with n vertices. Given G = (V,E), we construct a graph G′ = (V ′, E ′), an in-

stance of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem as described in Section 4.1.2.

Let L∗ and L∗d be the optimal 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set and d-distance

m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set in G and G′, with cardinalities γm`(G) and γdm`(G
′), re-

spectively. Now we can argue the following claim: γdm`(G
′) = γm`(G). The inequality

γdm`(G
′) ≤ γm`(G) is trivial as every 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set of G is a

d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set in G′. On the other hand, γdm`(G
′) = |L∗d| ≥ |L|

follows from the sufficiency proof of Claim 2 in Section 4.1.2.

Given any 1-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set L of G, one can find a d-distance

m-tuple (`, 2)-dominating set Ld of G′ with |Ld| = |L|. Suppose there exist a polynomial

time algorithm to approximate d-distance m-tuple (`, 2)-domination problem within a

factor of (1
4
− ε) ln |V ′|, where |V ′| = n + n(d − 1) ≤ n2 (see Section 4.1.2). Now

|L|
|L∗| = |Ld|

|L∗d|
≤ (1

4
− ε) lnn2 = (1

2
− 2ε) lnn ≤ (1

2
− ε′) lnn, where ε′ ≤ 2ε. Therefore, the

result follows from Theorem 4.2.3.
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4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem. We provided

a common NP-completeness proof of the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r) domination problem

for each fixed value of m, `, and r. We also presented a common NP-completeness proof

of the d-distance m-tuple (`, 2) domination problem for each fixed value of d(> 1),m,

and `. We have showed that the first problem is not approximated within a factor of

(1
2
− ε) ln |V | for each fixed value of m, `, and r, unless P = NP and the second problem

is not approximated within a factor of (1
4
− ε) ln |V | for each fixed value of d(> 1),m,

and `, unless P = NP, where V is the vertex set of the input graph. The reduction in

the NP-completeness/inapproximability proofs are very powerful as these are common

reductions for completely different variant of dominations.
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Chapter 5

Vertex-Edge Dominating Set

Problem in Unit Disk Graphs

The vertex-edge dominating set (VEDS) problem is one of the variants of the dominating

set problem. The VEDS problem is widely studied in different graph classes in the

literature. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to define the problem in unit

disk graphs. In this chapter, we study the geometric minimum vertex-edge dominating

set (GMVEDS) problem, defined as follows:

Definition 5.0.1. ( Problem definition) Given a simple unit disk graph G = (V,E)

corresponding to a point set P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane, find a

minimum cardinality subset D ⊆ V such that every edge e ∈ E is vertex-edge dominated

by at least one vertex in D.

An edge e = uv ∈ E is said to be vertex-edge dominated by a vertex w ∈ V if w

is in closed neighborhood of either u or v i.e., w ∈ NG[u] ∪ NG[v], where the closed

neighborhood of a vertex v in a simple undirected graph G = (V,E) is defined as

NG[v] = {u ∈ V | uv ∈ E} ∪ {v}.

In a vertex prospective, we can say a vertex v ∈ V , vertex-edge dominates every edge

uv, as well as every edge adjacent to these edges.
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We first prove that the decision version of the GMVEDS problem belongs to the NP-

complete class in unit disk graphs. Next, we present a simple 4-factor approximation

algorithm for the GMVEDS problem. Finally, we propose a PTAS for the same problem.

5.1 NP-hardness Result of the GMVEDS Problem

In this section, we show a polynomial-time reduction from the NP-hard vertex cover

problem in planar graphs [43] to the GMVEDS problem to prove that the latter one is

also NP-hard. The decision versions of both these problems are defined below.

Definition 5.1.1. (The VEDS problem in UDGs (Veds-Udg)) Given a unit disk

graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k, does there exist a vertex-edge dominating set

D of G such that |D| ≤ k?

Definition 5.1.2. (The vertex cover problem in planar graphs (Vc-Pla)) Given

a planar graph G = (V,E) having maximum degree 3 and a positive integer k, does there

exist a vertex cover C of G such that |C| ≤ k

Corollary 5.1.3. A planar graph G = (V,E) with maximum degree 3 and |V | ≥ 3 can

be embedded in the plane with its vertices are at (4i, 4j) and its edges are drawn as a

sequence of consecutive line segments on the lines x = 4i or y = 4j, for some i and j

(see Figure 5.1).

Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.1.4.

This embedding is known as the orthogonal drawing of a graph. Using Lemma 3.1.6,

an orthogonal drawing of the given graph can be produced with at most 2 bends along

each edge in linear time (see Figure 5.1).

Lemma 5.1.4. Let G = (V,E) be an instance of Vc-Pla with |E| ≥ 2. An instance

G′ = (V ′, E ′) of Veds-Udg can be constructed from G in polynomial-time.

Proof. Construction of G′ from G is done in three steps.

Step 1: (Embedding graph G into a grid of size 4n× 4n) G can be embedded in
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v1

v2 v3
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(a)

p1

p2

p4 p5

p3

(b)

p1

p2

p4 p5

p3

(c)

Figure 5.1: (a) A planar graph G, (b) embedding of G on a grid, and (c) a UDG
construction from the embedding.

the plane using one of the algorithms [56, 59] (see Corollary 5.1.3) with each of its edges

as a sequence of a connected line segment(s) of length four units. Let the total number

of line segments used in the embedding is `. The points {p1, p2, . . . , pn} are termed node

points in the embedding correspond to the vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} (see Figure

5.1(a) and 5.1(b)).

Step 2: (Adding extra points) For each edge pipj having length 4 units, (i) we add

two points α and β on the edge pipj such that α is 0.8 unit appart from pi and β is 0.8
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unit appart from pj, and (ii) add another three points between α and β with distance

0.6 unit from each other, respectively (thus adding five points in total, see edge p4p5

in Figure 5.1(c)). For each edge of length greater than 4 units, we also add points as

follows: (i) add a point in the joining point (grid point) of each line segments other than

the node points and name it as a joint point (see empty circular points in Figure 5.1(c)),

(ii) for one of the two-line segments whose one endpoint is associated with node point,

we add five points at distances 0.8, 1.4, 2, 2.6, and 3.2 units from the node point, and for

other line segments, we add three points at distance 1 units from each other excluding

the joint points (see the edge p3p4 in Figure 5.1(c)). We name the points added in this

step as added points.

Step 3: (Construction step) For convenience, denote the set of node points by N

and set of added points by A, respectively, that is, N = {pi | vi ∈ V } and A =

{q1, q2, . . . , q4`+|E|}. We construct a UDG G′ = (V ′, E ′), where V ′ = N ∪A and there is

an edge between two points in V ′ if and only if the Euclidean distance between the points

is at most 1 (see Figure 5.1(c)). Observe that |N | = |V |(= n) and |A| = 4`+ |E|, where

` is the total number of line segments in the embedding and |E| is the total number of

edges in G. Since G is planar, |E| = O(n). It also follows from Corollary 5.1.3 that

` = O(n2). Therefore both |V ′| and |E ′| are bounded by O(n2), and hence G′ can be

constructed in polynomial-time.

Theorem 5.1.5. Veds-Udg belongs to the class NP-complete.

Proof. For any given set D ⊆ V and a positive integer k, we can verify in polynomial-

time whether D is a vertex-edge dominating set of size at most k by checking whether

each edge in E is vertex-edge dominated by a vertex in D or not. Hence, Veds-Udg ∈

NP.

Now, we need to prove Veds-Udg ∈ NP-hard. For the hardness proof, we show a

polynomial-time reduction from Vc-Pla to Veds-Udg. Let G = (V,E) be an instance

of Vc-Pla. Construct the instance G′ = (V ′, E ′) of Veds-Udg as discussed in Lemma

5.1.4. We have the following claim.
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Claim. G has a vertex cover of size at most k if and only if G′ has a vertex-edge

dominating set of size at most k + `.

Necessity. Let C ⊆ V be a vertex cover of G such that |C| ≤ k. Let N ′ = {pi ∈ N |

vi ∈ C}, i.e., N ′ is the set of vertices in G′ that correspond to the vertices in C. The

idea is to choose one vertex from each segment in the embedding such that the chosen

vertex set A′(⊆ A) together with N ′, i.e., N ′ ∪A′ will form a VEDS of cardinality k+ `

in G′. As C is a vertex cover in G, every edge in G has at least one of its endpoints in

C. Let vivj be an edge in G and assume vi ∈ C (the same argument works for vj ∈ C

or if both vi and vj ∈ C). It follows from the construction of G′ that the edge pipj is

represented as a sequence of line segments in the graph G′, where pi and pj are nodes

in G′ corresponding to vertices vi and vj in G. Start traversing the segments from pi,

and add each fourth vertex to A′ encountered from pi to pj in the traversal (see Figure

5.2 for an illustration, where both big circles and squares belong to A′ while traversing

from p1 to p2, p2 to p3, p1 to p3, p4 to p2, p4 to p5 and p4 to p3, respectively).

v1

v2 v3

v4

v5

(a)

p1

p2

p4 p5

p3

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) A vertex cover {v1, v2, v4} of G, and (b) the construction of A′ in G′

Apply the same process to each chain of line segments in G′ corresponding to each

edge in G. The cardinality of A′ is ` as we have chosen one vertex from each segment

in the embedding. Let D = N ′ ∪ A′. Now, observe that D is a vertex-edge dominating
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set in G′ as each edge in G′ is vertex-edge dominated by at least one vertex in D and

|D| = |N ′|+ |A′| ≤ k + ` as required.

pk pi

pj

(a)
pk

pi pj

p`

(b)

Figure 5.3: (a) pi is connected with only pj, and (b) pi is connected with pk and pj is
connected with p`.

Sufficiency. Let D ⊆ V ′ be a VEDs of size at most k + `. We argue that G has a

vertex cover of size at most k based upon the following claim:

• at least one vertex on each segment in the embedding must belong to D and hence

|A ∩D| ≥ `, where ` is the total number of segments in the embedding.

We shall show that, by removing and/or replacing some vertices in D, a set of size

at most k vertices from N can be chosen such that the corresponding vertices in G is a

vertex cover. Let C = {vi ∈ V | pi ∈ D ∩N}. If any edge vivj in G has none of its end

vertices in C, then consider the points pi and pj corresponding to vi and vj respectively.

Case (i): If pi is the only vertex that is connected with pj in G′, then the chain of

segments (say `′) in the path pi  pj in G′ has at least `′ + 1 vertices in D (see Figure

5.3(a) for example). In this case, we delete one point from the segment containing two

points in D and introduce pi in D.

Case (ii): If both pi and pj are connected with some points pk and p` respectively in

G′, then either

• the chain of segments (say `′) in the path pi  pj in G′ has at least `′ + 1 vertices

in D (similar to Case (i)) or

• the chain of segments (say `′) in both the path pi  pk and pj  p` in G′ has at

least `′ + 1 vertices in D (see Figure 5.3(b) for example).
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In this case,

Case (a) : If pi is the only vertex that is connected with pk, such that pk 6∈ D (similar

case applies if pj is the only vertex connected with p` and p` 6∈ D) , then we choose

the segment from pi  pk having two vertices in D and remove one vertex of the

segment from D and introduce pi in D.

Case (b) : If pk ∈ D (similar case applies if p` ∈ D), then remove one vertex from the

segment having its two vertices in D in the path pi  pk and introduce pj in D.

Case (c) : If Case (a) and (b) fails, then arbitrarily choose pi or pj in D by removing

one vertex from the segment containing its two vertices in D from the path pi  pk

or pj  p`, respectively.

Update C and repeat the process till every edge has at least one of its end vertices

in C. Due to Claim (i), C is a vertex cover in G with |C| ≤ k. Therefore, Veds-Udg

is NP-hard.

As Veds-Udg is in NP as well as in NP-hard, Veds-Udg is in NP-complete.

5.2 Approximation Algorithm for GMVEDS Prob-

lem

LetR be an axis parallel rectangular region containing the point set P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn}

(center of the UDGs ) and the edge set E = {e1, e2, · · · , em}. We add an edge between

two points if and only if the distance between two points is at most 1. We present a

4-factor approximation algorithm for the VEDS problem in unit disk graphs with the

help of the 4-color partitioning technique given by De et al. [33]. Carmi et al. [15] used

a similar type of technique to obtain a 4-factor approximation algorithm for minimum

dominating set problem in unit disk graphs, where they used the hexagonal partitioning
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of R instead of the square partitioning given by De et al. [33] to improve the time

complexity.

Here, we partition R into regular hexagonal cells, where the side length of each

regular hexagonal cell is 1
2

(see Figure 5.4 (a)). After partitioning R, we use the 4-color

partitioning technique on it to propose a 4-factor approximation algorithm for the VEDS

problem in unit disk graphs. The proposed algorithm runs in polynomial-time.

Claim (i): As the distance between any pair of points inside a cell is at most 1, any

point chosen from a cell can vertex-edge dominate all the edges of that cell (see Figure

5.4 (b), pi vertex-edge dominates all the edges of the cell containing pi).

By referring to all the edges of a cell, we mean, each edge which both of the endpoints

are within the cell or one of the endpoints is within the cell (see all the edges shown in

Figure 5.4 (b), these edges are within the cell containing pi).

1

√
3/2

1
2}

(a)

1

√
3/2

pi

(b)

Figure 5.4: (a) R containing the point set P partitioned into regular hexagons, and (b)
a point pi vertex-edge dominate the edges in the cell containing pi.

We define a combined-cell as a combination of 30 regular hexagonal cells such that it

is a combination of 6 consecutive rows and each row consist of 5 consecutive hexagonal

cells (see Figure 5.5(a)).

The idea behind our algorithm is as follows: consider a combined-cell partitioning

of R such that no point of P lies on the boundary of any combined-cell, and a 4-color

partitioning of it (see Figure 5.5 (b)). The 4-color combined-cell partitioning of R

color all combined-cells such that if a combined-cell S is assigned the color D then its
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Figure 5.5: (a) A combined-cell, and (b) a combined-cell partition ofR and its 4-coloring
scheme.

adjacent combined-cells are assigned different three colors, say A, B, and C, such that

pair of opposite combined-cells adjacent to S are assigned the same color (see Figure 5.5

(b)). Now, consider any two combined-cells S ′ and S ′′ of the same color. As there is no

point of P lies in the boundary of any combined-cell, the minimum distance between any

two points p ∈ S ′ ∩ P and q ∈ S ′′ ∩ P is greater than 4 (see Figure 5.5 (b)). This leads

to the fact that there does not exist a single point that can simultaneously vertex-edge

dominate an edge connecting a point from S ′ and another edge connecting a point from

S ′′. We can say from the above fact that if OPTA denotes a minimum size subset of

points in P such that OPTA is a VEDS of the combined-cells colored with A, then OPTA

is the union of the optimum solutions of the VEDS problems for all the combined-cells

colored A. The same result holds for all the other three colors also. Now we consider

each combined-cell S and find the minimum size subset of P , which ensures the VEDS of

S. Finally, we report the set T which is the union of the solutions for all combined-cells.
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Lemma 5.2.1. T is a VEDS of R and |T | ≤ 4|OPT |, where OPT denotes a minimum

size subset of P such that OPT vertex-edge dominates all the edges in R.

Proof. Observe that T = OPTA ∪ OPTB ∪ OPTC ∪ OPTD and each OPTi vertex-edge

dominates all the edges in combined-cells colored with i. As all the edges of R is a part

of at least one combined-cell colored with a specific color i and vertex-edge dominated

by at least one point of OPTi, T is a VEDS of R. The cardinality of T follows from the

fact that each |OPTi| ≤ |OPT | for all i = A,B,C,D.

Computing an optimum solution for a single combined-cell

Let S be a combined-cell, P1 = P ∩ S. Let P2 be a subset of P such that each point of

P2 can vertex-edge dominate at least one edge in S. Surely, P1 ⊆ P2.

Lemma 5.2.2. If for any combined-cell S, OPTS is a subset of P2 of minimum size

such that the points in OPTS can vertex-edge dominate all the edges in S and if P2

consists of no more than ns points, then OPTS can be computed in O(n30
s ) time.

Proof. From Claim (i) in Section 5.2, we know that selecting any one point from a hexag-

onal cell ensures vertex-edge domination of all the edges in that cell and the combined-cell

S is the combination of 30 hexagonal cells. So |OPTS | ≤ 30.

Now, we consider all possible combinations of points in P2 of size i = 1, 2, . . . , 29

respectively. For each combination, we check whether all the edges in S are vertex-edge

dominated or not. If for any i, there exist a subset of P2 of size i that vertex-edge

dominates all the edges in S, then that subset is reported and execution stops. If this

fails for all i = 1, 2, . . . , 29, then the optimum solution of the combined-cell S consists

of any one point from each cell of S. This algorithm needs at most O(n30
s ) time.

Theorem 5.2.3. The proposed 4-coloring scheme gives a 4-factor approximation algo-

rithm for the GMVEDS problem in polynomial-time.

Proof. The approximation factor follows from Lemma 5.2.1. The time complexity result

of the theorem follows from Lemma 5.2.2.
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5.3 Approximation Scheme for GMVEDS Problem

In this section, we propose a PTAS for the VEDS problem in UDGs. Let G = (V,E)

be a given UDG. Our PTAS is based on the concept of m-separated collection of sub-

sets of V for some integer m. Given a graph G, let d(u, v) denote the number of

edges on a shortest path between u and v. For V1, V2 ⊆ V , d(V1, V2) is defined as

d(V1, V2) = minu∈V1,v∈V2{d(u, v)}. We use notations V ED(A) and V EDopt(A) to denote

a vertex-edge dominating set of A (⊆ V ) in G and an optimal vertex-edge dominating set

of A in G. We also define the closed neighborhood of a set A ⊆ V as NG[A] =
⋃
v∈A

NG[v]

and the r-th neighborhood of a vertex v as N r
G[v] = {u ∈ V | d(u, v) ≤ r} in G.

Let S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk} be a collection of disjoint subsets of vertices in G such that

each Si ⊂ V for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. The set S is reffered as a m-separated collection of

vertices if d(Si,Sj) > m, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k and i 6= j (see Figure 5.6 for a 4-separated

collection). Nieberg and Hurink [76] considered 2-separated collection to propose a

PTAS for the minimum dominating set problem in unit disk graphs.

Lemma 5.3.1. If S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk} is an m-separated collection in a graph G =

(V,E), then
k∑
i=1

|V EDopt(Si)| ≤ |V EDopt(V )| for each m ≥ 4.

Proof. For each Si ∈ S, consider Pi = {u ∈ V | v ∈ Si and d(u, v) ≤ 2}, for i =

1, 2, . . . , k. Since m ≥ 4, Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ as d(Si, Sj) > m for i 6= j. Observe that,

for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, Si ⊆ Pi and Pi ∩ V EDopt(V ) is a vertex-edge dominating set

of Si. Therefore, (Pi ∩ V EDopt(V )) ∩ (Pj ∩ V EDopt(V )) = ∅, and hence, we have
k∑
i=1

|(Pi ∩V EDopt(V ))| ≤ |V EDopt(V )|. As Pi ∩V EDopt(V ) is a vertex-edge dominating

set of Si, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and V EDopt(V ) is a minimum vertex-edge dominating set of

the graph G, we obtain
k∑
i=1

|V EDopt(Si)| ≤
k∑
i=1

|(Pi ∩ V EDopt(V ))| ≤ |V EDopt(V )|.

Lemma 5.3.2. Let S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk} be an m-separated collection in a graph G =

(V,E), m ≥ 4, and let R1,R2, . . . ,Rk be subsets of V with Si ⊆ Ri for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

If there exist ρ ≥ 1 such that |V EDopt(Ri)| ≤ ρ|V EDopt(Si)| holds for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
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S2

S4

S5

S3

Figure 5.6: A 4-separated collection S = {S1,S2,S3,S4,S5}

and if
k⋃
i=1

V EDopt(Ri) is a vertex-edge dominating set in G, then
k∑
i=1

|V EDopt(Ri)| is at

most ρ times the size of a minimum vertex-edge dominating set in G.

Proof.
k∑
i=1

|V EDopt(Si)| ≤ |V EDopt(V )| (from Lemma 5.3.1).

Hence,
k∑
i=1

|V EDopt(Ri)| ≤ ρ
k∑
i=1

|V EDopt(Si)| ≤ ρ|V EDopt(V )|.

5.3.1 Construction of subsets

In this section, we discuss the process of constructing the desired 4-separated collection

of subsets S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk} and the corresponding subsets R1,R2, . . . ,Rk of V such

that Si ⊆ Ri for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k. The algorithm proceeds in an iterative manner. The

basic idea of the algorithm is as follows: start with an arbitrary vertex v ∈ Vi, where Vi is

the vertex set in the i-th iteration of the algorithm. Note that, in the first iteration V1 =

V and the algorithm computes S1 and R1. More specifically, for r = 1, 2, . . ., we find the

vertex-edge dominating set of the graphs induced by the r-th neighborhood as well as the

(r + 4)-th neighborhood of the vertex v until |V ED(N r+4
G [v])| > ρ|V ED(N r

G[v])| holds.
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Here, V ED(N r+4
G [v]) and V ED(N r

G[v]) are vertex-edge dominating sets of the graph

induced by N r+4
G [v] and N r

G[v], respectively, and ρ = 1 + ε (ε > 0). Let r̂ be the smallest

r violating the above condition. Set Si = N r̂
G[v], Ri = N r̂+4

G [v] and V ′i = Vi \ N r̂+3
G [v].

Note that removing N r̂+4
G [v] from Vi implies removing the relevant edges connecting

N r̂+4
G [v] to Vi\N r̂+4

G [v] for which vertex-edge domination may not be maintained. Hence,

removing N r̂+3
G [v] from Vi removes the edges for which V ED(N r̂+4

G [v]) is a vertex-edge

dominating set. Let Ti be the set of vertices consisting of all singleton vertices after

removing N r̂+3
G [v] vertices from Vi in the i-th iteration of the algorithm. Set Vi+1 =

V ′i \ Ti. The process stops while Vi+1 = ∅ and returns the sets S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk} and

R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rk}. The collection of the sets S is a 4-separated collection.

Algorithm 5.1 Vertex-edge dominating set (G)

Require: An undirected graph G = (V,E) and an arbitrary small real number ε > 0
Ensure: The sets S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk} and R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rk}
1: i = 0, r = 1 and Vi+1 = V
2: S = ∅, R = ∅ and ρ = 1 + ε
3: while (Vi+1 6= ∅) do
4: pick an arbitrary v ∈ Vi+1

5: N0[v] = v
6: r = 1
7: while |(V ED(N r+4

G [v])| > ρ|V ED(N r
G[v])| do . V ED(N r

G[v]) = MIS(N r
G[v])

8: r = r + 1
9: end while
10: r̂ = r . the smallest r violating while condition in step 7
11: i = i+ 1 . the index i keeps track of the number of iterations
12: Si = N r̂[v]
13: Ri = N r̂+4

G [v]
14: V ′i = Vi \N r̂+3

G [v]
15: Ti ← singleton vertices after removing N r̂+3

G [v]
16: Vi+1 = V ′i \ Ti
17: end while
18: Return S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk} and R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rk}.

We compute the vertex-edge dominating set of the r-th neighborhood of a vertex v,

V ED(N r
G[v]) with respect to G as follows. Find a maximal independent set I for the

graph induced by the vertices of N r
G[v]. Observe that if we choose each vertex vi ∈ I in

V ED(N r
G[v]), then it forms a vertex-edge dominating set for N r

G[v] (see Lemma 5.3.3).
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u v

NG[u] /∈ V ED(Nr
G[v]) NG[v] /∈ V ED(Nr

G[v])

Figure 5.7: NG[u], NG[v] 6∈ I

Lemma 5.3.3. V ED(N r
G[v]) is a VEDS of N r

G[v] in G.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary, assume that V ED(N r
G[v]) is not a VEDS of the graph

G′ = (V ′, E ′) induced by N r
G[v]. That means, there exist an edge uv ∈ E ′ such that

NG′ [u] /∈ V ED(N r
G[v]) and NG′ [v] /∈ V ED(N r

G[v]) (see Figure 5.7). It contradicts the

fact that I is a maximal independent set in G′. Thus, the lemma.

Lemma 5.3.4. The maximum size of a vertex-edge dominating set of the r-th neighbor-

hood of a vertex v is bounded by (r + 2)2, i.e.,|V ED(N r
G[v])| ≤ (r + 2)2.

Proof. We compute a maximal independent set I before computing a vertex-edge dom-

inating set in the graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) induced by N r
G[v]. The cardinality of a maximal

independent set in the UDG G′ is bounded by the number of non-intersecting unit disks

packed in a disk of radius r+ 2 centered at v. So, |I| ≤ π(r+2)2

π(1)2
= (r+ 2)2. From Lemma

5.3.3, in any graph, the cardinality of a minimum vertex-edge dominating set is bounded

by the cardinality of maximal independent set. Therefore, |V ED(N r
G[v])| ≤ (r+2)2.

Lemma 5.3.5. For ρ = 1+ε, there always exists an r violating the condition |(V ED(N r+4
G [v])| >

ρ|V ED(N r
G[v])|.

Proof. On the contrary, suppose that there exist a vertex v ∈ V such that

|(V ED(N r+4
G [v])| > ρ|V ED(N r

G[v])| for all r = 1, 2, . . ..

From Lemma 5.3.4, we have |(V ED(N r
G[v])| ≤ (r + 2)2.
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Therefore, if r = 4k,

(r + 2)2 ≥ |(V ED(N r
G[v])| > ρ|V ED(N r−4

G [v])| > · · · > ρ
r
4 |V ED(N2

G[v])| ≥ ρ
r
4 ,

and if r = 4k + s for 1 ≤ s ≤ 3,

(r + 2)2 ≥ |(V ED(N r
G[v])| > ρ|V ED(N r−4

G [v])| > · · · > ρ
r−1
4 |V ED(N1

G[v])| ≥ ρ
r−1
4 .

Hence,

(r + 2)8 >

ρ
r, if r is 4k

ρr−1, if r is 4k + s

(5.1)

Observe that in the inequality (5.1), the right side is an exponential function where as

the left side is a polynomial function in r, which results in a contradiction for ρ > 1.

Lemma 5.3.6. The smallest r violating inequality (5.1) is bounded by O(1
ε

log 1
ε
).

Proof. Let r̂ be the smallest r violating the inequalities (5.1). We prove r̂ ≤ O(1
ε

log 1
ε
)

by using the inequalities (i) log(1+ε) > ε
2

for 0 < ε < 1, (ii) log x < x for x > 1, and (iii)

log 1
ε
≥ 1 for ε ≤ 1

10
. Let x = c

ε
log 1

ε
. Consider the inequality (x+2)8 ≤ (2x)8 ≤ (1+ε)x.

The former inequality trivially holds for the choice of x and any ε > 0, and taking the

logarithm on both sides of the latter inequality, we get 8 log 2x
x
≤ log(1+ε). By inequality

(i), now, it suffice to show that 8 log 2x
x
≤ ε

2
. Using the inequalities (ii) and (iii), the choice

of x satisfies the inequality for any constant c satisfying log 2c < c
16

.

Lemma 5.3.7. For a given v ∈ V , minimum vertex-edge dominating set V EDopt(Ri)

of Ri can be computed in polynomial time.

Proof. Let G′ = (V ′, E ′) be a graph induced by Ri ⊆ N r+4
G [v]. From Lemma 5.3.4,

the size of N r+4
G [v] is bounded by O(r2), so we take every possible tuple of size at most

O(r2) and check whether the selected tuple is a vertex-edge dominating set of the graph

G′. This process takes O(
(
n
r2

)
) = O(nr

2
) time. Since r = O(1

ε
log 1

ε
) by Lemma 5.3.6,

V EDopt(Ri) can be computed in polynomial time.

Lemma 5.3.8. For the collection of subsets {R1,R2, . . . ,Rk}, D =
k⋃
i=1

V ED(Ri) is a

vertex-edge dominating set in G = (V,E).
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Proof. To prove D is a vertex-edge dominating set of the graph G, we need to prove for

every edge vivj ∈ E, there exist at least one vertex from NG[vi] or NG[vj] in D. It follows

from our construction of the subsets R1,R2, . . . ,Rk (Section 5.3.1) that each edge vivj

belongs to a particular subset Ri and V ED(Ri) is a vertex-edge dominating set of the

graph induced by the vertices of Ri. Thus the lemma.

Corollary 5.3.9. D∗ =
k⋃
i=1

V EDopt(Ri) is a vertex-edge dominating set in G, for the

collection R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rk}.

Theorem 5.3.10. For a given UDG, G = (V,E), and an ε > 0, we can design a (1+ε)-

factor approximation algorithm for VEDS problem in G with running time nO(c2), where

c = O(1
ε

log 1
ε
).

Proof. Follows from Lemmata 5.3.2, 5.3.5, 5.3.7, and Corollary 5.3.9.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied the geometric minimum vertex-edge dominating set (GMVEDS)

problem in unit disk graphs and showed that the GMVEDS problem belongs to the NP-

hard class. We also proposed a simple polynomial-time 4-factor approximation algorithm

and a PTAS for the GMVEDS problem.
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Chapter 6

Total Dominating Set Problem in

Unit Disk Graphs

In this chapter, we study the geometric version of the minimum total dominating set

(GMTDS) problem, defined as follows:

Definition 6.0.1. (Total domination) Given a simple unit disk graph G = (V,E)

corresponding to a point set P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} for disk centers in the plane, find a

minimum cardinality subset Dt ⊆ V such that for each vertex pi ∈ V , |Dt∩NG(pi)| ≥ 1,

where NG(pi) is known as the open neighborhood of the vertex pi ∈ V .

In a simple undirected graph G = (V,E), the open neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V

is the set NG(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E}.

Observe that, a vertex v ∈ D (dominating set) dominates all its neighbors and itself

whereas a vertex v ∈ Dt (total dominating set) dominates all its neighbors other than

itself.

The goal of this chapter is (i) to prove that the problem belongs to the NP-hard

class, (ii) to propose a simple 8-factor approximation algorithm, and (iii) to propose a

PTAS for the problem.
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6.1 NP-hardness Result of the GMTDS Problem

In this section, we show that the decision version of the TDS problem in UDGs belongs

to the class NP-complete. The vertex cover (VC) problem in the planar graph with

maximum degree 3 is known to be in NP-hard class [43]. To prove the NP-hardness

result of the TDS problem in UDGs, we use polynomial-time reduction from the vertex

cover problem in the planar graph to it. Now, we define the decision version of the TDS

problem in UDGs and vertex cover problem in planar graphs as follows:

Definition 6.1.1. (The TDS problem in UDGs (Tds-Udg)) Given a unit disk

graph G and an integer k(> 0), does there exist a TDS of size at most k?

Definition 6.1.2. (The VC problem in planar graphs (Vc-Pla) ) Given a planar

graph G with maximum degree 3 and an integer k(> 0), does G has a VC of size at most

k?

Corollary 6.1.3. Let G = (V,E) be a planar graph with maximum degree 3. The graph

G can be embedded in linear time on a planar grid of size 4n × 4n using O(|V |2) area

such that the coordinate of each vertex v ∈ V is (4i, 4j) for some integers i, j and each

edge e ∈ E is a finite sequence of consecutive line segments of length 4 units along the

grid lines.

Proof. Follows from the Lemma 3.1.4.

Lemma 6.1.4. For a given Vc-Pla instance G = (V,E) with at least one edge, an

instance G′ = (V ′, E ′) of Tds-Udg can be constructed in polynomial-time.

Proof. Let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}. The construction of G′ from

the graph G is described in the following four steps.

Step 1: (Embedding) We first embed G into a planar grid of size 4× 4 using Corol-

lary 6.1.3. On the embedding, each of the vertex vi ∈ V becomes grid point pi and each

edge ej ∈ E become a finite sequence of connected line segment(s) of length four units
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Figure 6.1: (a) A planar graph G with maximum degree 3, (b) its embedding on a 4× 4
grid, and (c) construction of an UDG from the embedding.

along the grid lines. Assume that ` is the total number of line segments used in the

embedding. We call the point pi corresponding to the vertex vi ∈ V (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)

in the embedding as vertex points (see Figure 6.1(a) and 6.1(b)). Let N be the set of

vertex points. Therefore, N = {pi | vi ∈ V } and |N | = |V |(= n).
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Step 2: (Extra points) In this step, we add some extra points on each of the ` line

segments (obtained in embedding step) so that unit disks centered on these points and

grid points (see embedding step) form a unit disk graph as follows: (a) for each edge

pipj with only one line segment i.e., length of the edge is 4 units, we add five points at

distance 0.98, 1.49, 2, 2.51, 3.02 units from pi (see edge p4p6 in Figure 6.1(c)), and (b)

for each edge pipj with more than one segment i.e., length of the edge is greater than

4 units, (i) add a point on each of the grid point on the edge other than the vertex

point and name it as grid point (see square points in Figure 6.1(c)), and (ii) we add four

points on each of the line segments connected with pi and pj at distances 1, 1.75, 2.5,

3.25 units from pi and pj, and for other line segments we add three points at distance 1

units from each other excluding the grid points (see the edge p3p4 in Figure 6.1(c)). Let

A be the set of all points added in this step. Therefore, |A| = 4` + m, where ` is the

total number of grid line segments in the embedding.

Step 3: (Support point) Add a new line segment of length 1.4 units at each of the

vertex points pi without coinciding with the line segments that had already been drawn

in the embedding. Observe that the addition of such a line segment is possible without

losing the planarity as the maximum degree of G is 3. We add three points xi, yi, zi on

each of these line segments at distances 0.3, 1.1, and 1.4 units from the corresponding

vertex point pi. Let S be the set of all points added in this step. Therefore, |S| = 3n.

Step 4: (Construction of UDG) We construct a UDG G′ = (V ′, E ′), where V ′ =

N ∪ A ∪ S and E ′ = {u′v′ : u′, v′ ∈ V ′ and the Euclidean distance between u′ and v′ is

at most 1 unit} (see Figure 6.1(c)). From Lemma 6.1.3, ` = O(n2). Therefore both |V ′|

and |E ′| are bounded by O(n2). Hence, G′ can be constructed in polynomial-time.

Theorem 6.1.5. Tds-Udg belongs to the class NP-complete.

Proof. Let T ⊆ V be an arbitrary subset of vertices and k(> 0) be an integer. Observe

that, we can verify whether T is a total dominating set such that |T | ≤ k or not in

polynomial-time. Therefore, Tds-Udg ∈ NP.
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To prove the NP-hardness of Tds-Udg, we will use polynomial time reduction of

Vc-Pla to it. We construct an instance G′ = (V ′, E ′) of Tds-Udg from an arbitrary

instance G = (V,E) of Vc-Pla in polynomial time using the steps mentioned in Lemma

6.1.4. Next, we prove the following claim to complete the NP-hardness proof of Tds-

Udg.

Claim: G has a vertex cover C with |C| ≤ k if and only if G′ has a total dominating

set T with T ≤ k + 2`+ 2n.

Necessity: Let C ⊆ V be a vertex cover of G such that |C| ≤ k. Let N ′ = {pi ∈

N | vi ∈ C}, i.e., N ′ is the set of vertices (or vertex points) in G′ that correspond to

the vertices in C. From each segment, we choose 2 vertices (extra points) from A and

corresponding to each vertex point, we choose 2 points (support points) from S, in the

embedding. The set of chosen vertices, say A′(⊆ A), S ′(⊆ S), together with N ′ will

form a TDS of desired cardinality in G′. We now discuss the process of obtaining the

set A′. Initially A′ = ∅. As C is a vertex cover, every edge in G has at least one of its

end vertices in C. Let vivj be an edge in G and vi ∈ C (choose any of them arbitrarily

if both vi and vj are in C). Note that the edge vivj is represented as a sequence of line

segments in the embedding. Start traversing the segments (of vivj) from pi, where pi

corresponds to vi, and add two consecutive vertices by leaving two consecutive vertices

in between starting from pi to A′ in the traversal (see p4p5 in Figure 6.2(b)). The red

bold vertices are part of A′ while traversing from p4).

Apply the above process to each edge in G. Observe that the cardinality of A′ is 2`

as we have chosen 2 vertices from each segment in the embedding. Next, we choose 2n

points from S in S ′ = {xi, yi : pi ∈ N}. Let T = N ′ ∪ A′ ∪ S ′. Now, we argue that T is

a total dominating set in G′.

For each point pi ∈ N , pi is dominated by xi, xi is dominated by yi, yi is dominated by

xi and zi is dominated by yi. So, the sets N and S satisfies total domination condition.

Now it is remaining to prove that the set A satisfies total domination condition. Observe

the way we have chosen points from A in T , with a gap of two consecutive points, two

consecutive points are chosen in T . For each point pi ∈ T , pi dominates NG(pi) ∈ A and
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Figure 6.2: (a) A vertex cover {v1, v3, v4} in G, and (b) the construction of A′ in G′ (the
tie between v3 and v4 is broken by choosing v3)

the selected points of A in T can total dominate all the remaining points of A (see the

edge p1p2 in Figure 6.2(b)).

Therefore, T is a TDS in G′ and |T | = |N ′|+ |A′|+ |S ′| ≤ k + 2`+ 2n.

Sufficiency: Let T ⊆ V ′ be a TDS of size at most k + 2`+ 2n. We prove that G has a

vertex cover of size at most k with the help of the following claims.

(i) Out of three support points associated with each pi ∈ N , at least two points

belongs to T , i.e., |S ∩ T | ≥ 2n.

(ii) Every segment in the embedding must contribute at least two points to T and

hence |A ∩ T | ≥ 2`, where ` is the total number of segments in the embedding.

(iii) If pi and pj correspond to end vertices of an edge vivj in G, and if both pi, pj are

not in T , then there must be at least 2`′ + 1 vertices in T from the segment(s)

representing the edge vivj, where `′ is the number of segments representing the

edge vivj in the embedding.

Claim (i) directly follows from the definition of total dominating set. Observe that

we added points xi, yi, zi such that pi is adjacent to xi, xi is adjacent to yi, and yi is
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adjacent to zi in G′, i.e., {pixi, xiyi, yizi} ⊆ E ′ for each i. Hence, yi must be in T as yi

is the only vertex that can dominate zi and either xi or zi must be in T to dominate yi.

Therefore, any total dominating set of G′ must contain two support points in T out of

three support points associated with pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i.e., |S ∩ T | ≥ 2n.

Claim (ii) follows from the fact that only consecutive points are adjacent (in G′) on

any segment in the embedding. Let η be a segment in the embedding having vertices

qi, qi+1, qi+2, and qi+3. On contrary, assume that η has only one of its vertices in T . Note

that only qi can not be in T . If qi present in T , then qi+2 is not dominated by any point,

which is a contradiction to the fact that T is a TDS. If qi+1 is the only point in T then

qi+1 is not dominated by any point. If qi+2 will be chosen as the only point from η in

T then qi+2 is not dominated by any other point and finally if qi+3 will be chosen then

qi+1 is not dominated by any other point. In all cases, we arrived at a contradiction.

Claim (iii) follows from the definition of the total dominating set that any point

chosen in the solution set dominates all its neighbors other than itself. Here, any point

selected from a segment in T has exactly two neighbors other than itself. So, it can

dominate at most 2 points. There are `′ segments between two node points pi and pj

having 4`′ + 1 number of points and both pi and pj are not in T . So, the minimum

number of points required in T to ensure total domination is
⌈
4`′+1

2

⌉
= 2`′ + 1.

Now, we will show that, by removing and/or replacing some vertices in T , a set of

at most k points from N can be chosen such that the corresponding vertices form a

vertex cover in G. The vertices in S account for 2n vertices in T (due to Claim (i)). Let

T = T \ S and C = {vi ∈ V | pi ∈ T ∩ N}. If any edge vivj in G has none of its end

vertices in C, then we do the following:

consider the sequence of segments representing the edge vivj in the embedding. Since,

both pi and pj are not in T , there must exist a segment having three vertices in T (due

to Claim (iii)). Consider the segment having its three vertices in T . Delete any one of

the vertices on the segment and introduce pi (or pj). Update C and repeat the process

till every edge has at least one of its end vertices in C. Due to Claim (ii), C is a vertex

cover in G with |C| ≤ k. Therefore, Tds-Udg ∈ NP-hard. As Tds-Udg ∈ NP and
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Tds-Udg ∈ NP-hard, Tds-Udg ∈ NP-complete.

6.2 Approximation Algorithm for GMTDS Problem

In this section, we propose a simple 8-factor approximation algorithm for the TDS prob-

lem in UDGs. The worst-case time complexity of our proposed algorithm is O(n log k),

where k is the output size of our algorithm. Note that, if there exist an r-factor ap-

proximation algorithm for the dominating set problem then a 2r-factor approximation

algorithm for the total dominating set problem can be obtained by adding one neighbor

for each vertex in the dominating set. A 10-factor approximation algorithm is available

in the literature for the TDS problem in UDGs [70]. In this section, we improved the

approximation factor of the TDS problem in UDGs to 8.

Lemma 6.2.1. [70] Let C be a unit disk centered at a point p. If S is a set of indepen-

dent1 unit disks such that every unit disk in S contains the point p then |S| ≤ 5.

Lemma 6.2.2. Let C ′ and C ′′ be two unit disks centered at points p and q respectively,

such that p and q are at one unit distance apart. If S is a set of independent unit disks

containing the point p and/or q, then |S| ≤ 8.

Proof. Let Sp, Sq ⊆ S be the sets of independent unit disks containing the point p and

q respectively. This implies S = Sp ∪ Sq. Note that, the cardinality of S will increase if

the distance between p and q increases. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume

that the points p and q are one unit distance apart, i.e., the point q lies on the boundary

of the unit disk C ′ centered at p (see Figure 6.3 for reference). Now, we consider the

following two cases:

Case (i): |Sp| ≤ 3. From Lemma 6.2.1, we have |Sq| ≤ 5. Hence, |Sp ∪ Sq| ≤ 8.

Case (ii): |Sp| > 3. It is known that |Sp| ≤ 5 (see Lemma 6.2.1). So |Sp| is either 4

or 5.

1Two disks are independent if the distance between their centers is greater than one.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of Lemma 6.2.2.

(a) Assume that |Sp| = 5. Now it is remaining to prove that, there does not exist more

than 3 independent unit disks in the set (say S ′q) ⊆ Sq, which contain the point

q but does not contain the point p, i.e., |S ′q| = |Sq| − |Sp ∩ Sq| ≤ 3. For the sake

of argument assume that, |S ′q| = 4, which means, there exist 4 unit disks centered

at ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 in S ′q, which contain the point q. Let us denote the ray −→qci by ri,

(1 ≤ i ≤ 4). Since there are 4 rays coming out from q and the disks centered at

ci, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) does not contains p, there exist one pair of rays ri and rj such

that the angle between them is at most π/3 ( see Figure 6.3(a)), which leads to a

contradiction that the disks centered at ci, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are independent. Thus,

|S ′q| ≤ 3, which implies |Sp ∪ Sq| ≤ 8 (see Figure 6.3(b) for illustration).

(b) Assume that |Sp| = 4. To prove |Sp ∪ Sq| ≤ 8, it is sufficient to prove that |S ′q| <

5. For the sake of argument assume that, |S ′q| = 5, that means, there exist 5

independent unit disks in the set S ′q, which contain the point q but does not

contain the point p. Following a similar argument as in case (a), it leads to a

contradiction. Thus, |S ′q| < 5, which implies |Sp ∪ Sq| ≤ 8.

In either of the cases, we proved that |Sp ∪ Sq| ≤ 8. Therefore, |S| ≤ 8.

Let P denote the set of n points (center of the disks) given in the plane R2. We use
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∆(S) to denote the unit disks centered at the points in a subset S ⊆ P . A dominating

set in unit disk graphs (Ds-Udg) D ⊆ P of the set of disks ∆(P ) is said to be an

independent Ds-Udg if for each pair p, q ∈ D, p 6∈ NG(q).

The procedure of generating a Tds-Udg for a given points set P in R2 is described

in Algorithm 6.1.

Algorithm 6.1 Total dominating set in P

Require: A set of disks ∆(P )
Ensure: A total dominating set T of ∆(P )
1: D ← ∅, and T ← ∅
2: while (P 6= ∅) do
3: choose an arbitrary point p ∈ P
4: D ← D ∪ {p}; P ← P \NG[p] . NG[p] = NG(v) ∪ {v}
5: end while
6: for every p ∈ D do
7: if NG(p) ∩ T = ∅ then
8: let q ∈ NG(p)
9: T = T ∪ {q}
10: end if
11: end for
12: T = T ∪D
13: return T

Lemma 6.2.3. T returned by Algorithm 6.1 is a Tds-Udg for the set of unit disks in

∆(P ).

Proof. Initially, Algorithm 6.1 find an independent Ds-Udg D (see while loop in line

number 2 of the algorithm), which ensures domination for the set of unit disks ∆(P )

and total domination for the points P \D. Next, to obtain total domination in D, for

each point p ∈ D the algorithm ensures the existence of a point q ∈ NG(p) in T (see for

loop in line number 5 of the algorithm). The selected points in T along with D ensures

total domination for the set of unit disks in ∆(P ).

Lemma 6.2.4. |T | ≤ 8|OPT |, where OPT is a Tds-Udg for the unit disks ∆(P ) of

minimum size.
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Proof. Consider an arbitrary point p ∈ OPT . As OPT is a TDS of minimum size there

must exist a point q ∈ OPT such that p ∈ NG(q) and the point q ensures the domination

for the point p. Now consider both the unit disks centered at p and q. From Lemma

6.2.2, it is proved that there exist at most 8 unit disks in an independent Ds-Udg D of

∆(P ) that can contain the points p and/or q.

Now, the cardinality of T follows from the fact that for every pair p, q ∈ OPT such

that p ∈ NG(q), there may exist at most 8 unit disks in an independent Ds-Udg D

of ∆(P ) that can contain the points p and/or q. Our algorithm chooses at most one

neighbor for each point in D in to the solution set T , to make T as a Tds-Udg (see line

numbers 6-12 of Algorithm 6.1). So for 8 points in D at most 16 points may be chosen

in T with respect to two points p, q ∈ OPT . which leads at most 16 points are chosen

by Algorithm 6.1 against 2 points (namely, p and q) chosen in the optimal solution of

the TDS, i.e., |T | ≤ 16
2
|OPT |. Therefore, |T | ≤ 8|OPT |.

Lemma 6.2.5. The worst case time required to generate a Tds-Udg for the set of disks

∆(P ) by Algorithm 6.1 is O(n log k), where k is the size of the output.

Proof. We now describe the time complexity of Algorithm 6.1 for computing a Tds-Udg

T of ∆(P ) as follows:

Let us assume that, R is an axis parallel rectangular region containing the points in

P . We partition R into grid cells of size 1× 1. A point pi = (xi, yi) ∈ P lies in the grid

cell indexed by [bxic, byic] for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Each grid cell is attached with a list of

points in P that are belong to that cell. We construct an independent dominating set

D for UDG corresponding to ∆(P ). While considering a point pi ∈ P , we inspect all

members of D which are attached to all 9 cells [α, β], where bxic− 1 ≤ α ≤ bxic+ 1 and

byic − 1 ≤ β ≤ byic + 1. If there does not exist any unit disk d in D that contains the

point pi, we add pi in D. Observe that, at the end of considering all the points in P , D

will be an independent Ds-Udg for the set of disks in ∆(P ). Initially, take T = ∅. Now,

for each point p ∈ D, if there does not exist any point q in T such that q ∈ NG(p), then

add q in T , and the existence of q is guaranteed otherwise finding TDS for this given
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instance is impossible as the point p is an isolated point. Finally, update T = T ∪ D.

After ensuring the existence of a point q ∈ NG(p) for each point p ∈ D, T is a Tds-Udg

for the set of disks in ∆(P ). Note that, (i) a grid cell may contain at most 6 points in

T , and (ii) the number of grid cells to be inspected while processing a point pi ∈ P is

at most 9. We use a height-balanced binary tree to store the indices of the grid cells

containing a non-zero number of points in T . Thus, the time complexity for processing

a point p ∈ P is O(log k), where k = |T | and |P | = n.

Theorem 6.2.6. Algorithm 6.1 is an 8-factor approximation algorithm for the Tds-

Udg problem. The running time of the algorithm is O(n log k), where n is the input size

and k is the output size.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 6.2.4 and Lemma 6.2.5.

6.3 Approximation Scheme for GMTDS Problem

In this section, we propose a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the

TDS problem in unit disk graphs. We use the shifting strategy [55] technique to propose

a PTAS. Let P be a point set (centers of the disks) given in a rectangular region R

along with a fixed integer k ≥ 1.

We use a two-level nested shifting strategy to propose a PTAS for the said problem.

The first level of shifting strategy applied in the horizontal direction on R. There are k

iterations in the first level and the i-th iteration (1 ≤ i ≤ k) partition the region R into

many horizontal strips, where the first strip is of width 2i, and remaining strips other

than the last strip are of width 2k. The width of the last strip may be less than 2k.

Without loss of generality, assume that each point lying on the left boundary of a strip

belongs to its left adjacent strip. Now consider all the non-empty horizontal strip H, and

apply the second level of shifting strategy on the vertical direction. In the second level

of shifting strategy, the j-th iteration (1 ≤ j ≤ k) partition each non-empty horizontal

strip H into square/rectangular cells of size 2j × ` for the first cell and 2k × ` for all
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other cells, where ` defines the width of the strip H (` = 2i for the first strip and ` = 2k

for all other strips except the last strip).

We consider each non-empty 2k × 2k squares (conceptually extending the smaller

cells into 2k × 2k square) and find the optimal solution of each square. The union of

the optimal solution of each 2k × 2k squares gives a feasible solution of each strip H.

Finally, we take the union of the solution of each non-empty horizontal strip to get a

feasible solution of the problem in a single iteration, i.e., (i, j)-th iteration. In the same

process, we get the feasible solutions of all the iterations in the first level. We report

the solution T , having minimum cardinality among all the solutions generated in each

iteration as the solution of the Tds-Udg problem.

Now, we discuss the procedure of getting an optimal solution from each 2k × 2k

square. We first partition the cell of size 2k × 2k into (
⌈
2
√

2k
⌉
)2 sub-cells. The size

of each sub-cell is 1√
2
× 1√

2
. Observe that, choosing any two points inside a sub-cell of

size 1√
2
× 1√

2
ensures total domination for all unit disk centered in that sub-cell. Hence,

the maximum number of points required to ensure total domination in a square of size

2k × 2k is at most 2(
⌈
2
√

2k
⌉
)2. Therefore, we have to check all possible combinations

of points up to 2(
⌈
2
√

2k
⌉
)2 to get an optimal solution in a cell χ of size 2k × 2k. Note

that, along with the points inside a cell χ, the points within 1 unit apart from χ is also

play a crucial role to get an optimum solution of χ. Let nχ be the number of points

in P whose corresponding disks have a portion in the cell χ (nχ includes the points

inside χ along with the points within 1 unit apart from χ). Then, we have to choose

at most O(n
2(d2√2ke)2
χ ) combinations of points for getting the optimum solution for the

Tds-Udg problem in a cell χ of size 2k× 2k. Since the points in P centered in a cell is

disjoint from that of the other cells, and a point in P can participate in computing the

optimum solution of at most 9 cells, we have the following result.

Lemma 6.3.1. The total time required for the (i, j)-th iteration of the algorithm is

O(n2(d2√2ke)2).

Proof. The feasible solution of the (i, j)-th iteration is the union of the optimum solutions
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of all the cells constructed in that iteration. Finally, the algorithm returns the minimum

among the k2 feasible solutions corresponding to k2 iterations.

Theorem 6.3.2. Given a set P of n points (center of the unit disks) in R and an

integer k ≥ 1, a total dominating set of size at most (1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT | can be computed

in O(k2n2(d2√2ke)2) time, where OPT is the optimum solution.

Proof. Using the shifting strategy analysis given by Hochbaum and Maass [55], we an-

alyze the approximation factor of our algorithm. Let OPT be an optimum solution for

the Tds-Udg problem for the point set P , and OPT ′ ⊆ OPT be such points chosen

in OPT , which totally dominate some points outside the boundary of all the cells in

an (i, j)-th iteration. Let T be a solution obtained by our algorithm in an iteration.

Then, |T | ≤ |OPT | + |OPT ′|. For all the iterations of (i, j) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k), we have
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|T | ≤ k2|OPT | +
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|OPT ′|. Since any point from a cell χ chosen in OPT

can dominate points from no more than one horizontal strip (or vertical strip), and at

most k times each horizontal (or vertical) boundary appears throughout the algorithm,

we have
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|OPT ′| ≤ k|OPT |+ k|OPT |. Thus,
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|T | ≤ k2|OPT |+ 2k|OPT | =

(k2 + 2k)|OPT |. Therefore, min
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|T | ≤ (1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT |. The time complexity

result follows from Lemma 6.3.1.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered the geometric minimum total dominating set (GMTDS)

problem in unit disk graphs. We showed that the decision version of the GMTDS

problem belongs to the class NP-complete. We proposed an almost linear time 8-factor

approximation algorithm and a PTAS for the problem.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Works

Most of the variants of dominating set problems are NP-hard in general graphs and they

do not even admit constant factor approximation algorithms. This motivated researchers

to study the dominating set and its variants in other graph classes. In this thesis, we

have studied minimum dominating set problem and some of its variants in general graphs

and unit disk graphs, namely, geometric maximum distance-d independent set (GMDdIS)

problem, geometric minimum distance-d dominating set (GMDdDS) problem, minimum

d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-dominating set ((d,m, `, r) set) problem, geometric minimum

vertex-edge dominating set (GMVEDS) problem and geometric minimum total domi-

nating set (GMTDS) problem. Unfortunately, these problems are NP-hard in unit disk

graphs too, but unlike in general graphs, they admit constant factor approximation algo-

rithms and approximation schemes, thus the search for faster approximation algorithms

encouraged us to study these problems.

This chapter aims to explain the contribution made in this thesis, summarize it in a

table, and state some of the problems which might be carried as future research.

We studied the DdIS problem, a variant and generalized version of the independent

set problem, and DdDS problem, a generalized version of the dominating set problem,

in unit disk graphs. We proved that both DdIS and DdDS problems belong to the NP-

hard class in unit disk graphs. We proposed simple 4-factor approximation algorithms

for both problems. We also proposed polynomial-time approximation schemes (PTAS)
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for both problems.

Next, we proved the 1-distance m-tuple (`, r) domination problem belongs to the

NP-hard class for each fixed value of m, `, and r. We also proved the d-distance m-tuple

(`, 2) domination problem belongs to the NP-hard class for each fixed value of d(> 1),m,

and `. We have showed that the first problem is not approximated within a factor of

(1
2
− ε) ln |V | for each fixed value of m, `, and r, unless P = NP and the second problem

is not approximated within a factor of (1
4
− ε) ln |V | for each fixed value of d(> 1),m,

and `, unless P = NP, where V is the vertex set of the input graph. The reduction

in the NP-completeness/inapproximability proofs is very powerful as these are common

reductions for completely different kinds of dominations based on the values of m, `, and

r.

Next, we studied the minimum vertex-edge dominating set (VEDS) problem in unit

disk graphs and showed that the VEDS problem belongs to the NP-hard class in that

class of graphs. We also proposed a polynomial-time 4-factor approximation algorithm

and a PTAS for the VEDS problem.

Table 7.1: Summerizing Results obtained in the thesis

Problem NP-hardness Approximation
factor & Time

complexity

PTAS & Time
complexity

GMDdIS NP-hard in UDGs 4-factor in d2nO(d) 1
(1+ 1

k
)2
× |OPT | in

k2nO(k)

GMDdDS NP-hard in UDGs 4-factor in d2nO(d) (1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT | in

k2nO(k)

((1,m, `, r) set) NP-hard in Graphs inapproximable in
(1
2
− ε) ln |V |

NA

((d,m, `, 2) set) NP-hard in Graphs inapproximable in
(1
4
− ε) ln |V |

NA

GMVEDS NP-hard in UDGs 4-factor in n30 (1− ε)× |OPT | in

O(nO( 1
ε
log 1

ε
))

GMTDS NP-hard in UDGs 8-factor in
O(n log k)

(1 + 1
k
)2 × |OPT | in

O(k2n2(d2√2ke)2)
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Finally, we considered the minimum total dominating set (TDS) problem in unit

disk graphs. We showed that the TDS problem belongs to the NP-hard class in unit

disk graphs. We proposed an almost linear time 8-factor approximation algorithm and

a PTAS for the same problem.

As part of future work, we would like to introduce the studied problems in this thesis

in other intersection graphs of disks of arbitrary radius, rectangles, convex polygons,

etc. In general, it is hard to approximate many variants of dominating set problems

within a constant-factor in general graphs. We would like to consider those problems

in different graph classes and try to propose constant-factor approximation algorithms

and PTASes for them. We would like to improve the existing constant-factor results for

many other variants of dominating set problems by considering them in UDGs as well as

in many other geometric intersection graphs. It would be interesting to see the results

for the d-distance m-tuple (`, r)-domination problem in different graph classes as well as

in UDGs too.
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